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Introduction

. tfie Sociii Worker of today, often educated and oriented to the urban Way of life,
-may'feel like a stranger entering a foreign country when he begiOs to practice
iu areas of the South or other-parts of the nation. 4.

ihdependent attitudes and'life -style of the'rural population offer him
Aitieassistance in developing and capitalizing, on group activities, to Aolie
problems., The entering professional is seen primarily as the man who haads.out _

money rather than as axesOurce to be called on in the community to held deal
_Oith lipg-range solutions fo problems. Participation in such plannidOS again,
Complicated by a scattered population, lack of.transportatioo, population
di4ersity, lack bf access to and knOwledge of technical assistance and resources.
on t 4

he part of rural citizenry. 4

All of these problems, unique to the social worker in the rural area'whO is
usually a baccalaureate level professional, prompted he Southern Regidnal
Education Boardi's project in Social WelfareJaculty Developmedt to examine
various aspects of an educational program foryoral social work practitioners.
A.special task force working in this area developed the educational objectives,
special competency areas, curriculum models and teaching resources-aecessary,
to provide education for the social worker who practices in the rural South.
Lester I. Levin, Faculty Development Project Director provided staff direction
to the task force.

Preliminary findings were presented and discussed t'ap SREB Institute for
Practice in Rural and Appalachian Settings held in ennessee in late March, 1V72.
Participants at the Institute also considered-the ec nomic, political,.social and
other institutions and conditions which hive shaped t e lives, of people in

"--rural areas.
4

There,ire some eleven million people living below the po er,ty level.in the.Sduth
and are eligible-for public assistance. 'Some six million f these could deceive
'food stamps to supplepent their diets but don't take advan ge of themt Why?
This is one questiogifaced by the social workers going into rural polierty area.

Rural communities haVe problems 'common to all communities ntal retardation,
physical and emotional 4isabilities, alcbholiim, drug abuse a delinquency-- but
these problems must be seen within the context of unique social 'econpmic and
political systems. There are also problems which tend fLo.be mo life problems,
of. underdeveloped countries.' Services needed aretiume related o sustainife -
food, shelter, health, transportation - rather than those concern :d with improv,-
ing the quality of-an already adtqCate, f not good, life.

Communication becomes a ma 'Jor Problem in the rural areas where many. eople depend
on the telephone in a local general store foir.all incoming calls, but they may
get to the store only once or twice a week.

. ' '

Ethnic and cultural differences'are a Characteristic of many rural comm ities.
SUbh differences must be recognized and respected in order fr'ttie professional
to be sensitive to the desires of the communities and to make himself the lidd
of person who can wdrk effectively with' the

\0
..

,. .. - .

. \
Because forma; social welfare agencies are available to deal\with specific
problems, a because there are few social workers with advanced degrees in
rural communities, there is a special need for, trained workers who owl help define
problems and develop solutions. , . ," . . c,

.... .,.)4 . ,
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The social welf4re delivery system of rural areas may be a lets formal system

with an.iblormal network and resources which are not commonly a part of-tht,

traditional welfare system. These. systems need to be studied so that the .

"positives" are recognited and strengthened. Programs based on urban experience

may, be disfunctional in rural areas. People in such areas tend to be resistant,

1 and suspicious ofiehange as:it would be brought about in the urban situation.

Many baccalaureate level social workers will be working in rural areas during the

next few years. These communities vary greatly--rural non-farming, rural farming,

rural induistrial, etc. They are different in style, Cu toms, economic situation,

population density, geographic location and topography. Rural areas, just as

urban ad suburban areas, change in response to populatio mobility, technology,-

andother factors; - 4

I

I.

All,of these must be dealt with by the new sod]. worker going into rural social
..

work. They will demand .a odic of knowledge which includes understanding of

human behavior, skills in lysis and problem solving, colimunity,development and

in basic practice skills, S sientive knowledge, unique as it pertains.to rural

communities, exits too, and s must be made available to a new senerationgoing

into the field of human service. 4

4

4 ,

.-'
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Lester /. Levin, ACSW

Joel g. Turner
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SUMMARY OF THE SYMPOSIUM ON RURAL SOCIAL WORK

. .

HELD IN NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA,. HOTEL SHERATON CHARLES,
.

- .

.
. ..,

OctOber 30, 1971

-
Betty L. Beet, SREB Consultant, served as leader for the Sympo ium on

Rural-Social Work Practice.. She stated thit the purpose of the ode- y Spit-

posiup was li brainstorming," trying to identify issues and areas of'co cent
related. to preparation for social work practice in rural areas.

Dr. Leon H. Ginsberg, dean of the School of Social Work at Weet Virginia
Univetsity,\served as the principal discussant:for the Symposium. Dr. Ginsberg

emphasized that he drew.heavily.from thea)ntent of three papers ad well as an
article on social work in rural areas; which appears in the 1971 edition of the

Encyclopedia of Social Work. He'disrssed.the following areas: t .

1. Social Work practice in rural areas as an issue of concern for .

profession was neglected until very recently. Up,until the time DrAGinsberg
made his presentation; "Education for Social Work in'Rural Settingiat
the CSWE Annual Program. Meeting in January, 1969, the issue had received\

scant attention in social work literature. That presentation indicated a\-

high degree of interest in the area, and since that time interest-and cone rn:

have been growing. . 'Ai..- ,

2. The are of concern is more properly "social work
rather tha "rural social work practice." The latter

spedialit , whereas practice in rural areas is simply

.pract with the same generic foundatioti that social

in an rea.

practice in rural ar
implies a unique *

.good social work
work has for*practice4,

3. There is a need for preparatia for practice in rural, areas. Despite

the fact that rural Aierica'has been largely neglected by social work,'vast
'rural areas doexist throughout the.U.S. and we should, as educators, be
preparing young people to work in them and to workteffectively.

4. Preparation for effective practice in.rural areas means that we become
aware of the .special characteristics of rural Area's and theprofound Changes'

that have occurred over the years in rural communities.

5. Rural communities have been neglected in the past and continue to be ,

neglected now. For example, most poverty; mst bad housing (one - third of

rural housing is substandard) oeeurs in rural areas: One-third*of rural'

communities With a population over 1,000 have no sewage sYatern at ail'.
These are but a few of the facil) that illustrate fhe appalling conditions in

many rural areas-r/Without question, national policy fostered the neglect

and continue to do so. ' .

6.0 Some of the kinds of changes which have profoundly affected rural r--
commupities are ('e)' Automation. It is not generally realized that pbople
beim been displaced from their jobs in rural areas to a far greater extent
than has occurred in urban areas.. Cme'has only. to look at the cotton and
coal industries, which have become highly mephanized, to see the resultg
of automation in mural areas. .(b) National policy. AirioRltdral policy,
for example, has rewarded people,for not growing crops. °In so .doings' such

policy has hastened the demise of small farmers. (c).War. War and pro-

duction needs hastened the process of people moving to the cities and once-

` *.Education for Social Wor7t in al Settings, presented at the CSWE Annual Pro- 0.

gram Meeting 'in Cleveland, J uery, 1969, Social Work Educallonatemirtetapptember

1969.- Social Problems in Ruial America, ltional Conference Conference on Social,
Welfare 1969;'1969 Conference Pacers.
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people were there and saw the cities, they Chose not to teturn to t e rural
areasi-from which nheyemigraied$ .(il) Thelmedia,,especially televis

. brought the white efAmeriA into ehi homes of rural Americans with
res It ihat rural people saw, hat/ other. Americans lived, (e) The int..

phi wa s stem, by opening up rural areas and providing for easy acc ss, has
ecome e, major social change, force.

''' .

X

*

B:cause of the changes that have been going on throughout the United
(chang a which have tad ad/ery greatoffect On rural communities) and- the
neglect f rural communties on the national policy level, people have left
communit, es. People lef4because life in rural communities was no longer
That is, life in such communitiessas.no longer appealing and attractive a
young pec,le, particularly, left as yickly as they could.

.

he
r-state

_ . .

(it w s nqed by some Of the Symposium participants.that there are-pr
se tl some efforts under way to intervene in the'neglect. For examp
th ted States Department of Agriculture has fostered rutill clever()
colt cis in all rural communities which are buppoped to coordinate
act vi vies of all programs as well' as stimulate further develOpments.

Howe et it was generally agreed that such efforts still remain piec
and v ,a-long way to go, particularly when sfederai policy is still :11
too frequently detrimental to rural areas.), '

. .

7. Rural communities have "special CharaCteristice"whiCh students
Oaring for practice need to uaderstand. For example, reiigiodexert
g*eater:infiuence on the lived of rural residents than i't 4144,Pa th lives
Of urban driellers. (Dr. Ginsberg emphasized that he was talking abo t
"teliglonp.,and that, in this context,oreligion was not to, be copf9 ed
with morality." .The chbrch has often been a community mae0.ng pla = and,

1 as such, hasbeen a-significant social institution for rural reside ss.
. Students need, to,know this and they nedd to know this And Ohey need o

understand the influence of religion ti-erural areas, if they6are to e at
all affective.

4

tates

rural '

leasant.

e,
went

a.

-,....

Reactions to Dr. Ginsberg'

In response 'to this, aspect of Dr. Ginsberg's presenitiona number of qu
and issues were raided. For example, the minister frequently carries a
leadership role n rural areas. Afterthe minisifthasbeen identified
"ie4Aerr what do we do about it; that is, what are the implications
How'does}he.soci lmorker deal with theg'conservative, racist`" minister
he litigfo be ea I with, but how? There may be differences in the ways
rural communi es 'lbw the minister, e.g. the rural black communitS, may
minister in a diff
differences? lber
so an we easum0 t

tione

uldunity

all-

practice",
pearly,

ifferent
iew its

ent way than does the white rural eomnunitl. What are these
may be a number of people who arent affiliated with anything, _

at the minister is critical in the lives of all residents?)
, ,

.

stic 'of rural communities emphasized by Dr.'dinsbev was that
tote oral; that is, the arealt news traveli by*rd!of-

on t the. other. All tor; frequently the local media'do not
s Lnthe community. There are many examples Of news "blackouts"
s media do not print the story,at all. .Local media re fre-
Single person, and, consequently, news determined to be un-

y n t reported. Students need to understind this and they
th t. primary, faceto-fade relationships stile do exibt in

r .

../ [r. *Ski. 10.
i

A second character
communication tend
mouth from one per
carry the "big" n
where the local n
quently owned by
faiorabIe is situp

need to understan



rural communities.

8. If social work education programs are to prepare young people for
Practice in rural areas, then such programs must focus .on helping students.
learn how to relate themselves to rural communities. This usual* requires
patipnce, a very real sensitivi.ty) and a capacity to be even somewhat
sOphistioated about such things as power structure.

(On this lak point, there was general recognition on the part of the
Symposium participants that many of our students haVe quite si istic ideas
about pother structure. Personb who make decisions in rural, ommu ties may be
quite different from the students' stereotyppd ideas.)

RufferfJohnson - Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee Institute, Ala ma, raised the
f011bwingquestions in his presentation:

.1. If it isimportant that we prepare 'students for soci I Work practice'in
rural afeas and fo* them to have deep understanding op ople living in rural
communities, then how do we go about doing this? What a etthe poseibilities
id linking up with the indigenous-readership in rural ir as? Should :we be

bringing such persons into the1lassroom to contribute to the-teabhing effort?
A

2., How do :id go. about helping students understand how the itsysteraft in rural.

areas maintains the problems of xural.arefis? The first problem is that of
identifying such systems; but once such systems are identified, how do we
intervene and how do we help oar students understand how to go about inter-
ven4Ag chZnging, rather than simply helping to maintain these systems? ..------

- --''
.

,-.,_

4-
0 .

3,A Do we not also, educationally, need to begs 'to look at the iTlantationo t

system as a system And recognize the evils of this sYstem? Do we recognize
that it still exists and how do we, as educators'begin to help students deal
with this?

$
i , ,

4. What about the whole employment= ssue in rural areas? Don't social
workdrs who are going to be prepared for rural practice heed to know, ea

N..'
great deal about this, situation- -that as long as lack of employment and
underemployment-egntinues to exist, life in rural communities will be s

. difficult? Should social workers be getting involved with state and local
agencies in regaid to the whole dmployment-situation?

Carl Gusler, Clinch Valley,$11ege social work program, raised the.following,
kinds of issues in his.reection comments:..c

-'.. 1. Are we really focusing teaching on preparation for ,fural pra1ctice, or
are we, preparing for practice "anywhere?" v

,2. Don't btudenis heed to understand that there may be much less "maneuvefo.
ability" in rural communities because news travels very fast and i'messing?uP"

4 is qdickly noted? ,,,,

../
I ,

3. .Don't we, as educatois,.need to take into account the impact of all the
.surveys, studies, "educational gibmicks," and other devices rural '''

communities? Should we be assuming some, responsibility fo hese, particularly
where we know that the affect on the community may be quit negative?

fe7
.

4. .Do we not needit become far more creative about the.range of teaching

._,
.

personnel that can be "Utilized, particularly when we recognize that many
of the undergraduate program in social work are located in wall colleges

1 where there may be but One fullltineimembei of the social, work faculty?
... . J. I .

-.
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Don't we tfive to recognize and ;deal with the fact that soie'social,

welfare programs are used by colleges as their -"commuott service, public 1

relations" program? In these settings, there may be very little commitment

to social work.as, such; the program is seen as a way to relate to the ,

'' community because the cqllege needs to "report" its communityldtivity
, . . -0

every so often. .

',Nv .'

'
. ,

6. HOW does the student develop a' professional identity when and if all

placements'are in non-social work settings? Where and how to students

"Dave. access to professional r" models, if indeed,' this is critical?

, 1
. >

, -

Reactions to Mr. Gusler, sitRemarks

'1...What:are we talkingebout when we say a "professional social worker ?"
What are tfte major Characteristics of the professional.pcial worker that we .

want the baccalaureate worker to model? Elaine Baker diked the question, uHOw .-

can we talk about modeling when we (professional social workers) are not sure who

we are? 'That does it mean- to be a helper an what does it mean to help aomeonee4

.Does this area not have-to be carefully tholithi through as we go aboUt preparing.

young people for social work practice in.rural areas, particularly if we are aware '

that some of-the "Professionals" have not been viewed as helpful to those who need
: .

social work services? ,
::

.
. .

.. .

,

2. Dr.
.

Ginsberg pointed out that, in hia'opinion,the social worker.in rural
areas hat to be a generalist. He has toq,e, able o do,d varietificirta)sks and carry

a wide kenos of roles,depending upon what problem Might bn, because reaoAcest

are danaW verylimlted. ."The ruraL,area;ractitioner cannot get by With the.. i

'1

specialist cop -out of urben:areas.°'
. ,

t

!41 ' - ', ' : , ..-.
,

, .

Nt
.

. . , ..

4 4. In some pay, our curriculum must'prepare;thestudent toAcsocrhow to
.connect and relate with 'tile community, hoW',to sense customs nd mOres',.in4 to

. learn ,what people expect.of the social worker. He hab tohli i.ttude.with ELM
sensitive to what is'inethe community, and he also has to lindw-whatlhe does, to '

get into the community and gin acceptance from.the community."

which04 JP ' How do we eqpip the student todeal,wiih the ,isolation h.isfrequently.

_ the lot.of the,prattitioner in rural areas? There nay not be otherlirofessiquals ',..

3-s. to whom the worker turn for,support, consultation, etc. Wm do we help the,

,

.,' student toAeal with thia kind .of loneliness? Dr. Giniberg pointed outs' that in

rural communities, one never "goes home". there is not the anonymity of the-urban

area. '12amlianley4aaked: "If we accept that t-there is this kind' of isolation and
lonelinesS, (Wes this dean that the bocial worker in the rurallhre is hot part

. .
, , ,

it , I of the community; but rather la apart from it?" , .

,

. . -,
.

J '

rk 4 .
v r

. ,

. Vir:'Ginsbarg bin the afternoon session with some comments directed toward
.. what he considersto belessential Charactalatics.of the rurai practitioner. .

-1. The rural, piactitioner has to be, or learn to be, regponsible for his

own etfctice because,contitiuing education programs, cont.:Net with'other,Oro-

fessionals sockal-workers, etc,are not always readily accessible and- , 2.' _

. qvailatfts.. The,social worker, in order. to keep abreast of, changes and
. . developments in,the fteld, has_to read and seek out ideas and information

whereever they' may beltivailable to him. Such aliractitioner'also has to
6e fairly secure; he has to be able to practice with no pervisor=in the,

usual sense. Dr. Ginsberg emphasized that there :'are oft values in this

t
12
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. .k . .

and, that so'cial work p ractice In rural areas panbe.Chttllenging- and

exciting- for some, because it .permits .greater freedom and autonomy.

2. ,The.practitioner in iaral.areas has to haveit.capacity to deal with .

"ambiguity," Ruse/ areas to 9d to, be- less sttucturedin terms of the welfare

.

services avaii0le. ' The pra"ctitioner (needs to know hot./ to cieve, thibgs

\, qatare not there and hoMetimet, to omake doss
/

.,

.

, . 2_)
. ,.

3. Usually; the practitioner needs to learn how

i
to keep his mouth shut- -

Thekind of gossiping thatmay go on between practitioners in.the urban
- area without repercussion would most likely create serious difficulties within

the,communityforathe social worker in the rural area. . .

40-
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. Reactions to Di. Ginsberg
, _,_ .... .

(In the brief discussion that followed Dr. Ginsberg's comments, participants

largely focused on the question "'What are the implications foi curriculuni if we
are to.prepare iteractitioner who has these kinds of Characteristics?" Jiang
students come from.rUral areas, and a question was raised as to whether practice
in the rural, area is just as' lonely for the student' ubb,grew upon the rural area
and returns to it following his education preparation. Education may setsuch a
*student apart from the community but, on the other hand, such a student is known
to the community and may be readily accepted by it. Some kind of cross-cultural
contents may be critical for students who grow up in a rural area and attend college

in a community close to home. For such students, the opportunity to get ogfaide
the culture may be dritical totthe development of.a-broader perspective.)

"----...
,

. " ,

The Symposium did not have time to eiamiAe,this particular area with any
depth., Generally, it was agreed by participints that if educational. programs:ars
.to prepare a,practitionet,who has the kind of characteristics sKetehed byDr. ')A.

.Ginsberg, much more'examination of curriculum and Identification of 'critical
content areas will nee& to'be done.

critical

Pat Ke
,

Virginia, Simp sium,participant, raised the folloWing issues:

1 1

director, of the Family Service Association itOgorgetniowlilgest,

4

t

1. Rural communities tend to lack the resources and knot to i1.ti8te

and- develop the services needed by the community. if'eni.ii So, then does
not the social worker need to know_ a.,great deal about'how one helps the
,community get itself together so that it an tap anted utiliieresources asthey'

.-become available?. Thus fai,.there,seetis to be far too little content in-the

curriculum that would help...students acquire this -kind of skill.

4/6

-.,.
.

2. fs'there
$
a way that univeraities add social work programs in pArticufar,

can use their resources to help communities strengthen their service structure?.

Placement of students in the field, or.field instruction, could be an.im-
portant resource for the rural community., Is there a way filet field Instruct-
ion pouldb&focustd on what the } community wants, rather than simply,

on definiii, by agency structuregfatheuniversityT 4.
._ -

ow!. '..
a -( r

3. 41e the teaching of social Work methods in the traditional sdnse really ..
viable for preparation for social work practice in,rural-areas?. Does this
develqp,the kind of "generalist" who hat a capacity to carry out a variety

of roles aatasks? .
_

,

S..

r,"



4 I-' . . ' ,

4. Too-many udents miter the field with simglptic, mythological notions

'about the rural,Community. One cannot make assumptions that the stuaent who

may hdvegrewn up in a rural .community ows what the- whole of the rural

community is like.. Evert students from rur areas,cnn undergo a kind .

"culture shoe , when, they are exposed to parts orthe community, they have
not seen be s k

..
.

,
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SUMARY OP twxu, SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE MEETING

ATLANTA IEORGIA, DECEMBER 16 -18, 1971

'Task Force Purpose

.

The fact that there is enormous interest in preparation for-social mirk
Nth.,

ractice in rural areas was amply demonstrated at the New Orleans Symposium
October. Since that time, others have indicated intere!t in the area, in-

cl. ing the Council on SociarWork Education.
, \There is every indication that, were rural practice.cUrrictilum materials
available to undergraduate educators, such materials would be utilizef by many
schtoolthK,' t . r

The essential purpose of this task force was to follow up on the New Orleans
Symposium which, while Stimulating and interesting, served only to highlight
some of the issues and doncerns. The present task force needs to continue the

task of determining whether there are.significandeficiencies in preparation
for speinl Work practice in rural areas and if there are; to move toward ident-
ifying the uniquenesses in terms Of curriculum content.

It was agreed that it would be highly unlikely for one task force to
do. the complete, conclusive job, and we should not strive for such. Rather, the

task force should aim to develop some beginning curriculum materials which could
-get in the ha* ofeducators.and others by spring. A

Very earl-in their work, task force members unanimously, agreed that a
working definition of "rural" had to be developed. That'is, what do we wean by

rural? How can we look at an area and know 4e are deakling with an area which
is essintialty rural? The task-force spqnt considerable time attempting to

develop "guidelines for a rural profile." Such a profile might be a useful
analytical tool in terms of helping to determine Whether a community is more
rural than urban, and'vice versa.

Thef2191delines" developed by the task force included the following:
a) Services - What is the service'structure of the area? Such an analysis

should include examination of the public services (transportation, roads,
fire, water, sewage services, etc.). as well as the. health, education and
welfare services. One of the characteristicssof a rural community might
be that services are inOdequate oravenmonexistent in the community. People

may have to go to the larger urban area in order to secure some of the basic
social services, while basic public services such as fire protection, ade-
quate water supply,,etc., may not be available stall.
b) Georgraphy - Climate, terrain, resources, travel, etc. What effect
does'geography have on the people and,dhoices they,may have?

. c) Population - Size and type, such as blacks, migrants, chicanos, age
, group distinctions, etc.
d) Source'of Livelihood - What is the economic base of the area? Where do

people work? Is the area essentially rural non-farm, rural industrial,
rural fatm, etc.? ,

,e) -Lifestyle - What are the key reference groups for the residents? Are
these within the rural community, or are people essentially directed toward
groups in the urban area? What kin4s-of self-perceptions do the residents
have? That is, do they see-themselVes as being rural, or something else?
f) Processes of Decison-Making - What are the decisiorrV'ffecting rural
communities? Where, are the decisions made? By whom? Locally elected
governmental officials, (e.g., town mayor) may not know. that such decisions
are being made or may not be involved in any way atall.
g).Socialization-Acceptance Process - What are the socialization prodesses
in the community? How does one go out getting accepted in 'this community?
People in rural communitities; for example, have' had very limited experience

15.
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. with social workers. In fact, their major experience is frequently with
the welfare worker, and this, often is synonomous with social worker. This

,obviously has implications for the'social worker who is attempting to gain

the Warn and acceptance of the rural community. 4

h) Group-Subgroup Patterns - Whdt are the informal and forMal groupings,,
denial and otherwise? Persons may live in a-rural area but belong to .,

?groups Which are essentially urban.
i) Refatedneit to External :Organizations, Agencies - How is .the community,

and persons'in the community, related to organizatione and structures that
provide services to the Community/ Is the community involved in determining
the ways in which It will -relate to outside organizations, as well es, in
developing services and programs that are responsive to community concerns
and needs? (Chances are great tl there is very little input from the

rural community in this' area.)

j) Influence of Agencies - In what ways, if any, do existing agency
structures influence what goes on in the 'viral community? Is the sy,tem of

services for the rural community dominated by a few public agencies, because
the private structure is practically nonexistent? 'Such ,public agencies
(e.g. Bard of Education and Department of Welfare) may exert an inordinate
influence' on the affairT of the'communityi

.

, The task force"Considered a typology comprised of three major elements whiCh
might be a useful tool for the analysis of rural communities, Such a typology
would,include; a) servicese b) geography and size, c) people.

Services r

If one compares mirel communities with urban oMmunitiess.one finds that
rwral communities have very limited'social or .people serv4.e systems. For examples,.

many rural communities lack medical and health.serviceds an(Presidenp-mus
travel great distances to secureanch services._ Even more basic, howeVe .than.

the, social services. is the lank of essential public serviceCOUnit as.transport-
Ation, roads, sewage, water and fire services. This iv a very imgertant differ..
encabecause residents of many rural communities see the need tOdeburi critical
`public services before developing sociaLvervitee.

Geography and Size
0:z ;

Generally, task force members decided that population -size in and of
itself is .not of any use in defining a rural communitylIpopulAtimensity
(because it is lower than in urban areas) becomes. a probles;because larger areas

must be combined to develop resources and.servines. (For examples the recent
ChildDevelopment Bill vetoed by Nixon, called for planning catchement.areas of
at least 6,000 in population.)

...."Rural!"ean quite simply be defined as that area which ekiats,outside the
Hurbantssuburbanarea. Geography becomes a,. critical consideration in terms of
consumer participation, program development, etc. Rural.areas differ 'and tend
to. have unique problems dependent upon the particular combination of land farms,
climates, natural resources, transportation,routetorbarrierssAccess to Markets,
et&_These'affect the economic base which tends to be' l%xtractive" (i.e.,

; farming, mining, logging, etc.) rather than industrial or technological.

2., people,

Task force members asked the question, "Do people living in rural areas
a

1
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share common characteristics which cinbe desiaTib d and which Would be useful
to know about? Several members of the task fore were leery of posing this kind

df question in isolation from the other two facto s indicatedabove. one can say,

for example, that people in .rural areas have a sense of hopelessness about organ-
izing to secure needed services,_ etc., but if one recognizes that rural areas
lack the-economic and technical resources available to urban areas, that federal
and state policies have favored urban areas, then some apathy and feelings df I
_powerlessness are appropriate and adaptive to the reality of the situation. When
"participation" and "self-help" activity was considered, it was pointed out that
this might have different relevance in the rural community as compared with the
urban community. Whether people in urban areas do or do not participate in
eidentifying community problems and searching for solutions may not be critical
..ba_whether`the community does or does not secure the services. In the urban
community it is to the interest of industry, business, go ernment, wealthy groups
with vested interests to solve problems which endanger th r own welfare. Because

such powerful organized interests do not exist in rural ar s, it may be that-

the "people participation" is the primary _resource for cha ge in rural areas.
This would create a heavier demand upon rural individuals han'upon urban indiv-

iduals. Task force btembers generally.agreed that if we as ume theitanee that
behavior is adaptive and responsive to the conditions in w ch persons Alnd

themselves, then greater emphasis must be placed 'union teachi about rural in-

stitutions and the ways in which people are,related to institutidhs in rural areas.
The instjt.utional structure includes the political and social, the educational
and welfare, and most importantly, economic. Without question, the coal company
system of Appalachia or the plantation system of ihe'South has had specific kings
of influences on the lives of the people who depend upon them directly and in

for their livelihood.
If certain of the assumptions stated above are to be accepted, task force

members generally'agreed that a community development-type approach seems indicated.
That is, we accept a pointiof view that the people are not the problem, but rather

, the faulty social andjeconomic structures which have created adaptive responses
inpeople. If the sercial worker is to be helpful, he will have to help people
secure some of the kinds of resources and services that are needed to dpvelop
their communities. The question Was posed as to whether this is an appropiiate
tale for the scicial wbrker. If the social worker begins carrying out these.kinds
of tasks, he may need to become a different kind of professional person. We
cannot count that another disciplineiwill do the job of helping the community to
develop. As a matter of fact, no profession is currently ,f6cused on rural ,
community development.

The qtestion was raised, What is a,socialworker? One task force member
stated that "a social worker is someone who can be helpful to people where they

are." However, both educators and agencies have been far-more critical in deter-
mining what social, workers in rural areas are trained to do than have the consumers
and, in this case, rural residents. It may be that we aide talking about a mix of
of three groups sharing in the determination of what students and social workers'
will do: that is, educators, agencies and consumers. Baccalaureate education,
geeerally has accepted the notion of preparation of the generalist worker. Bow -

evir, ifeducation for preparation for work in rural areas were to become responsive
to what rural communities see as their concerns and wants, then such input from

communities would help both agencies and educators learn more preCiselY and spec-
ifically what the students peed to know, or, along with the roles which are
defined in the "Manpower Utilization in Social Welfare" material,'what the
particular role clusters might be. At the present time, the rural Worker has
been primarily based oft models developed in urban areas. It may very well be

that in rural co unities, there will be a need for a\different model (in term#
Of roles and sk1110' of thdoSocial worker.
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Assumptions.. '

On the basis of the preceding discussion, task force:meMbers attempted 'to

identify and list .certain assumptionewhich; once agreedfipon, would serve as '.

(

a guide to curricurum and curriculum Materiais for social* work pradtice in rare].
areas.' These assumptions are as followay

. A

1. People in rural areas are mo're'like peoplein non-rural areas'than'ihey

are differeht from them. We need to lodk at the economic, politicat, social,

\and other institutions and conditions that have shaped the lives of people in

rural areas. Becatise such institutions will be'different.in rural areas, they
will produce different responses and adaptive. behaviors in different,rural areas.

2. There is a great variance among rural communities, e.g., rural-industrial,
1- t

rural ,farming, rural non - farming, etc. .
,-..,to .

,

3. There are unique problems in rural areas, particularly in the Lick of
basic public services. Problems of rural areas tend to be more like problems
of underdeveloped countries; that is, basic,pablic services and necessities are
lacking. Services related to sustaining life will have priority (i.e., food,
shelter, health) transportation, etc.) over social services focusedon quality
of life. .

, ,

)

,

, -t ,

4. Poverty in rural areaa'tends to be long-stgnding and. generational, due

to the plantatioh system and other forms of economic exploitation.
.

'5. There are unique differences in the welfare systetzi of the rural area.

It may be a less formal system, with an informal network and different kinds
of resources. These systems need, to be.studied.' It is possible that there are

"positives" which need to be recognized and strengthehed. Programs based on

urban experience may be dysfunctional in rural areas. , .

,

6. Poverty tends to be scattered in rural areas; e.g., very poor families
may live within a stone's throw of middle-income families. The exception to,.

this may be is areas where segregation of minority groups has developed'.

7. People in rural areas, because of long-standing nature of their problems
and generational poverty, may tend to be more resistant or suspiciops of change.

, . 8. Unusual and unique barriers to participatioh,exist in community decision-
making. Ihe scattered nature of much orthe populatidn; lack of transportation,
populatimi diversity, and lack access to, or knowledge of, technical assistance
and resources are among these barriers.

,Itrt

9. Rural people have limited.experience with prolfessinnal persons andkrOles.
The social`worker tends to be viewed as the "welfare worker" who proVides
financial help and has not been a prime resource in. helping the community deal

with problems.
41'

10. There is a common core of generic Content to all of social work practice.
Such a core includes knowledge of human behavior and skills in analysis and
prOblem-solving and in basic practice skills. 'There is, hoWeVer, substantive
kpowledge which is unique and different as if pertains to rural commudities
and,whidh the-social worker.must know if he, is to be helpful to people in rural

.areas. f
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Social,Wotk Practice..{ Rural Areas.

The task force t n attempted to begin defining what the social worker doed

IAA social work practic n rural areas. The task fares identified the'following

tasks and activities: .

'

' 1.'Womks with a vari ty of other helping persons who are nOtsocial workers,
or may not be social nor related, These include extension workers, public
health personnel, schoo principals and teachers, ministers, etc. t

force spent consideratle.time on this because it was recognized that per
who are in helping roles may not be those Who are usually acknowAedged by
workers and helping people. For example, joluntiers and lay people may be
carrying outdsome of the helping roles f4ich in an urban area would be filled
by hichly trained professionals.

2. Carries out activities which will develop the sanction (date community;
Earning such sanction'will depend upon the worker's analysis of the community
situation and hisskill in helping produce results.

,3. Understands and relates appropriately to,local mores, customs, power,

structure, etc. Recognizes that his own values and beliefs Aay be in conflict

with local mores, customs, etc.

I

. .

, 4.. Surveys, analyzes, assesses and evaluates the community, situation as
part of the process of identifying, and defining the problems.

.5.' Organizes people for participation in community deoison-making.

6. Assists in planning and motivating activities in order to overcome re-
sistances and stimulate change.

, .

7. Stimulates creation of new services.

8. Infdrms and educates as to where additional resources may be secured.

9. Identifies the need for tectRicel assistance and helps in the securing

of them.

10. 'rovide5 a wide range of direct services as needed to rural residents.

4 . ,

11. Mobilizes existing community resources; idea iei who the helping.

people and institutions are in the community.

12. Provides information and
structure; manipulates structures
to-needs of rural residents. ';--4:

feedback to agencies and institutional
in efforts to increase greater responsiveness

. .

13. Provide direct assistance to the community in the area of grants and

fund raising. .

.

,
,

J
. ;4''

l4. Carries out communications, publicity, public relations kinds of Act-

Social Work Roles

Based upon the activities as defined above, the task force priefly

19
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e*amined these aetivitiesin relation to the roles as defined in the manpower

utilize on material. It appears that all of the roles are relevant for the social

, , 'werk,p ctifioner in a rural area; that is, the generalist worker Heavier',

emphas s would perhaps be given to such roles as outreach; advocate, evaluator,
ieache mobilizer, .communit%planner,.. and administrator. Less emphasis might

be givenro roles of broker, consultant, behaviour changer, care-giver, and data
manager.` However, it should be noted that Nie'.difference in emphasis is,a
matter Of'conjecture.only, and is not based upOn any kind,of hard information.
As a matter of fact, one could surmise that the,degree.to which song roles are
emphasized more than others would vary from community to community and would be )
influenced by, many, factors, such as nature of the prbbleiti, other resources

available, includiag technical and professional resources.
.

,'-'

Curriculum Implicans
. , 1

."."

1 The task force, based upon the, previous assumptiops and the, conaideratien
of worker activities and ro/es, then considered what it Is that the worker needs
to know. What will' need to be included in the curriculum if_we are to prepare
practitioners for =Fel areas? As already noted, the task force, agreed'that there
is a tenerll practice,Ore; that this has been in sane measure defined, by the
Council on Social Work Education and also by the facult9P4e4lopment projecp of
SREB which has detailed the kinds of roles which would be assumed by the generalist
pract,j.tioner. It was further agreed that, -in additiod to the generic practice
core, there is content which we can now-begin to define as "generic r ral core."'

&c.

Such a generic rural core would include content that,is descriptive everally of
rural areas, dnd is not conceived as preparation for practice in spec fic rural
areas; e.g., hollow communities of West Virginia, rural black areas of the South,
etc. Generic rural content would include,knowledgelksuch.areas as:(a) rural, '.:.

_ people,(b) rural coomlunities which would include &statical perspectives,(c)'ser-
vice Structures,(d) 'potential resources: locallstate, regional, and national,
(e) population shift, migration and mobility, ) state and federal policies; th
_impact on rural Atherica,(g) political,'econo c; and'legal systemsAW probl
unique to,people of rural areas.

. ,

# The task.force believes that a generic rural core can be developed and made
available to school9 who see their particular challenge as preparation or
practice in rural areas. Individual schools, however, would have to de
"specific content" (by specific content is meant information which-is applicable
to a particular rural population group). The student would use.the generic rural
core while testing and developing his skills in a specific rural area. The

rural core would generally provide students with a knowledge base for rural

__ practice while the specific content would provide the student with knowledge
needed to practice,mith a specific rural population or populations; e.g.
Appalachians, black tenant farmers, etc. .

41d4tional Materials Needed

Task force members agreed to asaist in the assembling of additional
materials as follows:

1. Resources unique to rural areas. For example, rural technical assistance

programs, rural housing alliance. There are others that must, be identified

and described. h !
. ,

2. Bibliographical materials dealing with such content areas as rural
life, work in ruraloireas, technical assistance programs related to rural areas,

'I
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genera/ readings, and other rural programs.-,
or

f

3. Curkicultia models. Particularly, these that pertain to' ways in w ich

pKograms"have begun to modify teaching and field instruction for the Mural real.--

4. Course units and modules.,'

07

Ya

.
5. Case materia

)
.

Teaching' aerials, inns, etc.
,

7. Teaching methods and strategies.
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',Si:kithOh Regional:Education Board
Stitiatioik-a94 Training SBB Mnpoder in the South
Vai !tit force on Bural4Practice

, A .

'Statement of Ichicatukbgal Asbumptions as

'100
.Revised by tha Rural Ta'sk .Force - 'June 1972

(Eased on Material,Developeci by Prof. Iletty Baer)
. :

. , ... %. i . ..- i' , _ , .
.. There isnoLC.tearcut definition df "rural areas," and in fact such a

definitions unimporta'nt. What is important is the vact that many
baccalaureate level social, workihe will be working with people and .

with communiti* that are .geographically outside the urban-suburban area.
. ..

2.
,-There is a -great variance among rural communities, e.g., rural-industrial,

rural fatming, rural non-farming; etc. They are very different in
style, customs, economic laituatAon, ',population density, geographic. .....
location and topographi.---N LA .. : 11 .-

a.,,

3'. Rural areas, like u4an and suburban areas, change in response 'to
population mobility, techndlogy and other factors.

4. People jn rural areas are more _like people in now.rural. areas than they
are different from them. We need to look at' the econoraLc political,

. social, and other inititutions;iAnd cOnditigna that have shaped the lives
of people in rural area's, 13ecaqse such ihititutions %All, be different
in rural areas, they will produce different responses and adaptive

behaviors in different rural, areas:- -",

m.

5. There are unique ptoblems in. rutal. areas, particularly in the" lack of basic
public services. Problemd of 'rural Areas' tend to be mote, like problems

of underdevelopid-eniintriep; that, is, bathe public services and necessities

are laCking. Services relaied to sustaining life will4have priority

(i.e. food, shelter,. hek th, transportation, etc.) over ,social services

fOcuseci on qualtty of life. ,

6. Rural communities have problems-which are common, to all cOmmitnities

everywhere. For example, suCli problems as menta), retardation, physi
and emotional disabilities, alcohOlism; drug abuse and Aeliquency are

not unique to rural, areas.
411#

. ,. 7. Many of the problems of people, ivitig In rural areas must be, viewed
within, the context of ,umique social, economic and political systems,
which have beenNlysfunctionalt exploitative, unjust and inadequate. to.
many persons in rural artrka, most 'particularly ih Appalachia and the "k

South. .
1.,

- .
*-, k . 4. .

.
.

.
. *1 ,, tils .

S. Poverty in. rural areas tends to be longstanding, and generational, due
to ,the plantation syste9Cand nther forms of economic-exploitation.

(4
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9. Poverty tends to be cattered in rural areas; e.g., very poor families
lmay live within a tones throw of middle-income families. The ex-

. ception'to this may be in areas where segregation'of minority groups t

tae devel5ped.

, 0)
-10. There are unique differences An the social welfare delivery)pyttem

.
.

of rural areas. It may be A less \formal system, with an informal'
network and resources which arenotcommonly viewed as part of the
traditional welfare system...;. These\ ystems need to be studied so
5b2.16Positives" are recogni;ed and trengthened. Programs based o

.

, urban experience may be dysfunctions in rural areas.
,.

.-..------11. Some- people in rural areas, due to th long-standing nature of their
problems and generational poverty may tend to be more'resistant or
,suspicious of. change. .

.

12. Undsual and unique barriers exist to participagon in community
decision making. The scattered nature f much of e ,population,.

lack of-transportation, population diversity, and lack of access to,
br knoWledge of, technical: assistance and resources are among these
barriers.

I

\

s
410.

13. Rural communities tend_temards grdater conformity, with conventional
norms and remain as.tVerlast stronghold Or the old convention 4,
virtues and prejudices. The strengths which are an inherent part
dtf such conformity must be recognized and valued by she model worker .

) . _

14. Rural people have more limited experience With professional persons
and roles. The social worker tends to be ewed as the "welfare
worker" who Provides ftpancial help and has not been a prime resource.
in helping the communitx!? deal with probl .

15. There are ethnic -a cultural differences w idh are a characteristic
of many rural co...unities. Such differences must*be recognized and
respected. Social workers must be sensitive to the desires of such
communities in terms of the kind of helping erson the.community--
feels it can effectively-work with and relat to-if there is to be an

* .intimate involveMent with the comminity and i s problems.-

-

16. Because,of the lesser number of formal.sbdialy welfare agencies which
deal with specific problems, rural communities have a special need .

for workers who can help them define problems deVelop solutions.

", 17. -Beceuse of the non availability of many of the formal, more specialized
welfare servicet, the rural micial worker mustloften react to ,problems
As a generalist.

4 (
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)e
re are many myths, 8 reotypes and generalizations about,rural

fe and rural communi ies-which the social work practitioner mdsi
examine carefully and critically.

There is a common core of generic content to all of social work
practice. Such a core includes knowledge of human behavior and skills
n analysis and problem-solving and in basic practice skills. There
fs,however, subgtantive knowledge which is unique and different as it
pettains to rural. communities and which the social worker must know
if:he is to be helpful.to people in rural artas.

1



onal ducationBoard
'ROcation andTra ring SESHManpower in the South
Task. Force on Rur I Practice

I

Statement on Educational Objectives as
Revised by the Rural Task Force - June 1972 .

CBased'on Material Developed by Prof. Betty Baer ) .

He iffeepeciallY-skillful ;nyorkingwith a variety of helping

_persons whosare not sotia1.4orkers or who may not be related to

the professidn of soci work, as well as with felloivs6ciar1 orkers.

2. He is'able to carry ou careful study, analysiand other methods
of inquiry.in order to understand.the community in,whicli he findsIlimseff.

3., He utilizes his knowledge of the customs, traditions, heritage and

contemporary culture of the_rmal,people with whom he is working to .6

provide services to the people with special awareness and sensitivity.
.

.

4.° He.is able to identify and mobilize a broad range of resouraerk which ,

.would be partitularly applicable to problem resolutionin,rural areas,.

These would include existing and, potential' bn'the local, state,

regional and federal tevel. K
r

Reis able to assist communifrin developing new'resources and/or

nays in ith already ePistin resources could bebettsr or more 'fully

utilize to benefit the rural community.
.

,C He J.slt e to identify with and practice in aciordance with the values

of the profession and grow in his ability and effectiVeness as a
professional social worker in situations andaettingp where hee.lmay'

be the 'only professional social worker.
4

7. He is.able to identify and-analyze the strengths and/or gaps and

shortcomings ingovernsantairand non-governmental social policies as

'they affect the needs of people in rural areas.

R. He accepts hie professional responsibility to develop appropriate

measures to promote more responsiveness to needs of people in rural

areas fromgovernmental end non-governmental organizations.

9. He is able to help identify and create new and different helping roles

in order to respdnd to the needs and problems of rural coithunities.

1Q. Be initiates and provides technical assistance to rural governing

bodies and other-organized:groups in 'rural CommunitieS!,

0,
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11. He is. able to practice-as a, generalist, carryi out a Wide. range .

'of roles, to solve a wide range of problems of individuals and
:

ups as well as of the larger communityt . \

12. e 1s-able to communicate and interact appropriately with people id .

thy, ural community., and adapt his personal life style to the pro- ?

feaBional tasks to be dope. _ -.

.,,,

13'. MS is able to be evaluative of his own professional, performance.
-

4

14. He is able to work within an agency or organization, and plan' for
and initiate change in agency policy and, practice when Such change .

is indicated. .- :,- .
,

A f T ,

15. On.the'basisOf continuous careful observation, he'contributes
,

knowledge aboUtieffective practice- in .rural areas.' 74'or ,

' r

11.
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Guidelines for a Rural Profile

Developed by Sduthern Regional Education
Board Task FOrce on Rural Practice

The "guideli4es" developed by the task force included the following:
(a) Services - What is the service structure of the area? Such an analysis

should include examination of the public services (transportation, roads,"
fire, water, and sewage services, etc. as well as the health, education,
and welfare services.) One of the characteristics-of a rural community
might be that services are inadequate or even nonexistent in the community.
People may Kaye to go to the larger urban area in order to secure some of
the bailie social services, while babic public services, such,as fire protection,
adequate water supply, etc., may not be available at all. (b) Geography -'

at effect does megraphy have on
ulation - Size dhakype, such
actioas, (d) Source of

Climate, terrain, resources, travel; etc.
the people and choices they may have? '(c)
as blacks, migrants, chicanos, age group dis
Livelihood - What is the economic base of the area? Awe do people work?
is the area essentially rural non-farm, rural industfTil, rural farm, etc?
,(e) Lifestyle - What are the key reference groups for the residents? Are
these within the rural community, or are people essentially directed toward
groupi la the urban area? What kinds of self - perceptions., do the residents

have?. That is, (JO they see themselves as being rural or something else?
(f) Processes of Decision-Making - What are the-decisions affecting tural

communities? Where are the decisions made? By whom? (Laically elected

goveynmental officials, e.g., townmayor, may not know that such decisions
are being made or may not be involved in any way at all.)*(g)Socialization-
Acceptance Process - What,are the socializatiodproceseei in recomMunity?
How does one go about getting. accepted ia.the community? Peopre in rural
communities, for example, have had very limited experience -with social

werkers. In fact, their major experience is frequently with the welfare worker,

and this often is synonomods with social worker. 7his obviously has impli-

cations for the social worker-who is attempting to gain the trust and
acceptance of the rural community. (h) Group- Subgroup Patterns - What are thd

informal and formal groupings, social and otherwise? Persons may live in'a

. rural arks but belong to groups which are 'essentially urban. (i) Relatidaes0r:''

to External Organizations, Agencies - How is the community, and persons in
Lthe community related to. organizations and strqctpres.that provide services'

to the community?, Is the community involved in determining the ways in which

it will. relate to outside organizations, as well as in developing services

and programs that are responsive to community concerns and needs. (Chances

are great that there is very little input from the rural community'ia this

area.) (j) Influence of Agencies - in what ways, if any,46 existing agency
structures influence What goes on in the rural community? Is the system of

services for the rural community dominated by a:few.public agencies, because,

the private structure is practically nonexistent?" Such public agencies,

e.g. Board of Education and Department of Welfare, may exert an inordinate

influence on the affairs Of the community.
'7

The task force considered a typology comprised of three major elements

which might, be useful tools for the analysis' Of tural communities. Such a

typology would include? Celeservices, (b) geography and size, (c) people.
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Concluaion\\

Ohyiously, this brief discussion has not said everything there/is to say
about the practice of social work in rural communities. It has traced one
institution's efforts to prepare people for work in rural and small communities,
and it has outlined some of the more important characteristics of effective
practice in such communities.

There is much more kno a about rural practice, particularly by rural
practitioners, than has b n written on the subject. Collecting information
from them and distributin it to others can be useful endeavors.

This report of the SREB task force represents one effort in that direction.
Hopefully it will be only one of many that Will emerge in the coming years.
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OBSERVATIONS ON PREPARING STUDENTS

FOR THE PRACTICE OF SOCIAL WORK IN RURAL COMMUNITIES

Leon H. Ginsberg, Dean,,
School of Social Work, West Virginia
University, Morgantown, W. Virginia

The West Virginia University School of Social Work has devoted the past
. four years to the preparation of social work practitioners for practice in. rural

and small Communities. Intensive thinking, writing, and work have gone into that .
'b mission. And, of course, the gdal has been pursued by faculty members, students,

clients and social work practitioners.
Ryas a difficult and challenging effort because it was first necessary

for the school to create the kinds of knowledge necessary for teaching effective
rural practice. And, obviously, teaching rural practice would have been im-
possible without small community and rural.field instrudtion placements. These,
too, had to be developed and creating Geld instruction Placements,is always a
sensitive process. The experiences must be carefully constructed im manner
that will provide appropriate learnings for students and services to clients,
without damaging either.

building upon the existing agency structures,and through the support
of fecral & state grants the school has been able to develop rural field instruction
placements in mental health, child development, community organization and
settlement services'thSt provide educational ictivities,foriatudents and services
for clients tkley.reach.

,

Classroom curriculum has also iequired developmint. the school has chosen
to incorporate rural content into its total'underiraduate and graduate program.

I Only one course is specifically identified with the'school's rurak emphasis and
it is called "Social Welfare in Appalachia." However, rural content is incorp-
orated into every sequence and every course in the undergraduate and graduate,

'programs to some degree.
The school continues to work in uncharted terrain. The basi literature

of social work and the social sciences is not rural in orientatio In fact,
most of the important ideas are described in almost exclusively ur an and
metropolitan contexts. Therefore, the Orientation of the classroom and the
field instruction curriculum ate not purely rural. There simply is not enough
carefully prepared rural social work material. A rural emphasis has to be
special effort and a direction in the early 1970's, because the profession of ,

social work is more closely tied, to the urban scene and because the profession's
experience in developing and teaching About social work in non - metropolitan
situations is recent. However, the'West Virginia University Schaol's student body
continues to be predominantly rural in origin, and many of its graduates return
to rural communities when they finish their education. Many students who come
ftoriarban areas also locate in rural communities when they graduate.

EVery new plan for a program is screened against its applicability to rural
and small community practice. Even the overseas program, which. has Vhcluded
field instruction placements in Africa and Wales and which also included Part-
Allpatiah in the Council Of International Programs fdi Social Workers and Youth
Leadefs, is rural.

*n essence, the school attempts to be as "rural" as it can, which
necessitates feeling its way, adapting non-rural concepts to rural situations,
and working to develop knowledge about non-metropolitan America.,
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Much of what we know about the practice of social work in rural areas has

cone from sources other than the traditional textbooks, articles and ronographs.

We have had to; tap the memories and conceptualizations of rural sociaLwork
practitioners, n various parts of the United States, many of whom know a great
deal about the practice of social work in small communities, but hwo have not
always put their thoughts qn paper. Theiefore, much of. the materiel:in this
presentation draws upon oral statements and observations by thoughtful rural
people from the "varioui parts of the United States where I have conducted

seminars and institutes on rural concerns. These areas include every corner

of the United S es, becausesocial work, is practiced in rural communities

throughout the try. on- metropolitan social workers have special knowledge

about the special characteristics of practice in small communities, an the
study of social work practice in such communities can often proceedbebt by

collecting and analyzing the - insights of those who know small town America best.

Some Problems in Rural Field Instruction'

Those who teach about non-metropolitan social work practice have had to
struggle with the question of what is actually rural. For example, a large

number of the field instruction placements in the West Virginia University
School of Social Work's undergraduate and graduate programs are in and around
Morgantown and Fairmont, West Virginia, both small cities under 50,000 population.
sometimes even they seem too large, although most other schools of social work
that place students in,communities as small as Morgantown and Fairmont consider

those placements rural.

The social'ageney structures of both communities are geiera/ly small. Both

have family service agencies with full-time directors and part -time staff. The

Welfare Dertment has a regional office in Fairmont and an "emergency sqrvices"

staff in Morpaganinwn. There are offices of employment security, vocational re-
. habilitation,.and Social Security which serve the.region. West Virginia Univ..

ersity, which is located in Morgantown, has a relatively well developed social
service program in its University Hospital but, even there, the.docial work staff

is small.' a

These communities are, obviously, much smaller than 'the metropolitan

communities in which most social work field instruction takes place. Their

programs and,Operations are so different that they obviously provide a learning

experience that is equally. different from that which is provided in MilwaMee,
Oklahoma City, Birmingham, or most of the other cities in whith4sehools of'

social work place students.

of course, the definition of "rural" and community" is invariably'

relative. he West Virginia University School's field instruction placement

in South Wales, which has already been:mentioned, is caliedi by the faculty

of Swansea College, a rural placement.. And they saythis because their two
major placement communities, Aberdare and Merthyr Tydfi, are Classified by the_

Welch as villages. Both are about the-same size as Morgantown and FairmaaPo
The Britt:364nd American notions of village life obviously differ.

The West Vliginia University School has been able, however, to expand

0
into settings so. rural that they pose some hardships for the graduate students

who take them and a hardship to the facully meMbers who serve them. Onel of the

more important such-placements is at the Appalachian Community Mental Health

Center in Hlkins4 West Virginia. The studentlproject there is funded by a

grant from the National Institute of Mental Health. Other rural placements Ste

a



with- child, development programs in Crum, Hart'sCreek, Summl: lle, and.
Parsons, West Virginia, under a grant from the Appalachian R nal Commission.

Transportation to these decidedly rural field instruction sites isAo
difficult that faculty members must. often block out as much as two days to
visit as few as two students. Although the distances may be as.short as
150 miiei, the transportation is inadequate. There,is no plane service, the
buelchedules are impractical, and driving, the only practical mode of travel,
must be done in mountainous terrain. One must expect to use some three hours
for every hundred miles of'travel. Of course,. such settings are practical,
only, t.a :block field instruction program.

Graduate students Who. choose such rural placements invariable have
difficulty finding housing. One student livedin one room of a house that had
no running water, no heat, and no indoor plumbing. He shaved at his field

instruction agency, rather than his residence, when he wanted to use hot water.
Another student, a woman, was able to find temporary housing only-with an.83-

' year old landlady who supervised the student's behavior, checked carefully
into her religious activities, and otherwise invaded her privacy. In an urban,

situation, the student would have been able to move t9 other quarters. In
the rural situation, the quarters she had were the only ones.available:

The lack'of availability and the lack of_adequate housipg,should not bd,
surprising to persons who have studied rural America. Thepredominance_of
inadequate housing in the United States is located in rural, not metropolitan
areas. Even worse, there is a general lack okany housing,in,many rural
communities.

.46

It should not be implied that Students its the.slostritral ,of-the field

instruction placements are unhappy with theMi. Many, first -year graduate
students insist on returning for second-year placements, and some become:
permanently employed in the settings wire they are iodated, after completing
their MSW's. However, it is clear that the students who choose the most rural
placements ((all students choose their placements'in,Weit Virginia University,
rather than having them assigned) are a bit,b4/1dei than the students who stay
in the relatively comfortable surroundings ,O,commilinktied such as Morgantown
Charleston and UMntington.

.
A

. It should be mentioned that_the.Seho diat:Ork
urban placements. The school plides.04 9,1*#
graduate, in the Appalachian regienWhidb'r
Eastern Mississippi and includesneMl,
need for urban and metropolitan placem0H,
students are to be met. Howeyer,rthe pt tot field
ments (25 to 32 agencies and, settings itagrtia 1.411.972 s
communities of 50,000 and under.
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That is Good Rural Social Work Practice;

leo uses several
aduate.and under-,

New York to
school finds some
eds of all the
instruction place-
ster) is in

In...the7=fourjeare.that the School of Social Work haAbeen dealing with
rural issues, I have published several articles, includidg one in the 1971
Encyclopedia of Social Work, on rural social work practice. It is possible,
to make broad pronouncements on rural social work becaus4:there has been so'
little written recently that has not been writtenor published by someone from
the-West Virginia University School of Social Wbrk. However, there is an .

increaspig amount ofauch material coming from other sources which has proven_

helpful in defining the "whole subject.

1
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But essentially, it has to be made clear that'social work ptactic n
. . ,

a rural community is different only in some dimensions and in some ma tude

from-practice in urban communities. That is, most of the faculty ,at the -

West Virginia University School of Social Work think that quality social work
practice is simply that--quality social work-practice. One makes ,adaptations
of that'practice to one's setting, of course, if one practices social work well.
In all situations, it would seem, effective social work praCtice is,sogial
work. practice adapted to the environment. The worker who tries to practice in
New York City as he had in South Carolina makes sbme serious errors.. Similarly,
the

i

worker whose basic experience is in Chicago makes significant errors if he
attempts to translate the details of that practice to Tulsa. Quality social

woiwh

it practice, because it is so. inextricably tied to the social environment in
which it is practiced,:is always adapted: .

*

I am willing.to assert that there is no distinct ruraL social work practice- -
there is only good social work practice adapird torural situations.

It is clear from,my conversations with rur 1. practitioners and my observations
of rural social work that those who are most effective are skillful in some of
the basics of community development. That is, those who know how to feel their
way into a community, assess the structure and norms- of the community, and build
bridges to it through its, various components are generally mete successful than
those who lack knowledge about community development skilje. It would seem that
effective rural social. work practice requires some understanding of community
theory and some skill in community development. Some books, such as E.T. Hall's
The Silent Language, provtdd excellent background information' for making the
transition into almost any new community for the person who is sensitive to the
cultural dimensions of commlNife. The sort of training that used to be
ropvided to Peach Corps and workers preparing far entrance into the field

is, it would seem to me, ideal training for the professional social workers
who serve non-urban communities. The balance Of, this discussion will review
some of the adaptations that appear.to,be crucial for effective rural practice.

r
Lack oFormal Structure

One'of"the more significant'characteristics of rural social welfare
programs isa lack of formal structure. is also one of the more confounding
discoveries that rural practitioners, including-rural4ield instruction students
seem to make whhn they enter into a rural practice for'the first time.

One example is the experience encountered by the West. Virgin0 University
School's new faculty members and two graduate field instruction students who 1F,

became engaged in developing a child development program related,io maternal
and child health in Southern West Virginia.

'The program was brand new and only tentatively defined. There were many
questions to be answered, such as what the relationship .wouId be between social .

workers and nurses, what the relationship should be between the special project4 .

and the County Health Department,' nd how small matter's, such as_ the purchase
of equipment and supplies to carry on the work of the clinic would be handled.
There were larger questions such AS the eligibility system for determining who
could and could not use the service and the relationship of these new services
topepartment of Welfare clients, whose medical needs were being met in other
ways. '

32
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Thef& were simply no immediate answers to such questions. FOrtunatelY,

,the,fieldrinsfructor assigne'd to the project and the students were all re-

latitreiy ipaepehdent people with.some experience in small community work who
knew that these kinds of questions had to be answered and that in the absedde

. '. of directives they would have to answer them themselves: So they worked with

4 'others who were involved, arrived at answers that appeared'to be sensible, and
they slowly evolved policies. In fact, within a ,few months,the sponsoring
organization took some of the practices that hkd been developed by the social
work unit and wrote them into a policynual. Other practices were rejected,

'and these helped define the limits'of the program.

This is not an unusual experience for ruraLpractitioners. The worker who

needs someone eise,to answer such questions is often at a disadvantage in the
rural community. The provision of social services requires structure and iblicy,
and the lack of structure inkrural siteitions makes it necessary for others to
create and provide answers.

Social'workers in rural communitie&,must understand, however, that a lack
of formal' structure does not mean that there is a total lack df structure.. In
fact, rural communities generally find wa to deal with most of the human gervice

Ys'a
needs that arise. Sometimes those needs ar met by churches, community4minded
individuals, civic organizations, police de rtments and county governments. It

is often desirable in rural communities for workers to build upon these existing
services rather than attempting to begin totally new ones. It is often true,

also, that the creation of new services will threaten,established ways of dOing
things in the community. Therefore, those who are providing services- should.
be involved in. the planning and delivery of any new'services. What may initially

appear to be an absenceof services May ultimately be identified or viewed as a

base for the organization of comprehensive human serviced.

' All of this means that the ipal rural worker needs to be someone with an
, unusual degree of initiative, as weli as an unusual degreeof tact--creating

answers to difficult questions is Often an offensive process for those who are
not part of the process of definition. So the competeni rural worker involves
others in answering questions that must be answered and-does so in a delicate,

open and involving way.

Relating to the Rural Communitt

. .

Rural communitieg have as much, if not core, of the suspicion of outsiders
that is often endemic in any social situation. Therefore, effective-rural
social workers tend to be clear, even preCise, about their roles, their objectives,

and their auspices. Our School of SOcial Work has found that graduate students
have a minimum of difficulty in gaining acceptance-when they make it clear that

,

they, are students from the West Virginia University School of Social Work whose
objectives are to learn while providing service to the community that is being

served. Perhaps 'it is. the temporary nature of their assignments that helps

them gain such acceptance. They often seem to have less difficulty in the
Appalachian region, which has tended to be a region that is suspicious of out-

.,
siders, than permanent residents.

'10

At an institute recently,sponsored by the Center fof Continuing Education
and Community Action for Social Service, University pf WisconsindExtension,'
several specialists made observations about skill in relating to rural communities.

.
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Bill Adams; chief ofSpecial Services in the Eau Claire Wisconsin Regional

Office of the Divigion of Family Services in the Wisconsia...DeeartMent'of Health

and Social Services, recently remarRed that rural workers must follow certain

dictates if they are to be successful. He suggested, for Example, that rural

workers must avoid being compliCated in their descriptions of programs and.in
their work with communities. He said that informality in dress is often
strategically wise, although lack of neatness can be a barrier to effective work.

I?

Mr. Adams,addressed.the need.for direct contact with members of the

community. People in rural communities, he suggested, need and want, personal,
"man-to-man" conversations about issues that are of concern to thek. Frequently;

he noted, clients and community residents will tend to bypass agency staff members
and go directly to executive directors, This has to be understood and accepted

by all those who are involved.

He also suggested that the effective rural social worker is one who is able
to '.'zig-zag," rather than coming on frontally and directly with proposals and mt.
evaluations of projects. Similarly, the effective rural social worker, according
to Mr. Adams, is one,who is willing to talk to a community'about its needs and ;0

limitations but who is sensitive abotft doing so.,

Dr. John HunntEat, chairman of the,University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Departmenof Sociology, discussed the concept of community and applied it to
'rural areas. He quoted the classical sociologist, W.I. Thomas, who suggested
that a community is that geographical entity which is as far as an individual is

known. Dr. Hunnicutt also stressed that Problems are those matters, that a
community identifies as problems- -that prOblems are culturally bound. He also

pointed to the need for rural social workers to stress the strengths rather than
the weaknesies of rural communities. in emphasis on the ammunity'S strengths
and an effort to build upon them in preventing problems might be, be suggested,
a better approach than discussing problems and their, solutions. Dr. HunniCtitt '

noted that many professional people coming out of their experience as AmeriCans

Stress the individual rather than the community. But in the small community,

he prepped, community life exists. That happens in thetotal community context
is often more important than the individual actors in Community life. He also

proposed that a relatively long association with the community might be necessary
before one understands it sufficiently-to conduct research or to provide services.

0

Useful observations, such as those proVided by Hr. Adams and Dr. Hunnicutt;
.

,should become part of _the knowledge base of the rural social worker. Of course,

notevery worker can do and remember everything that has been said Spoilt the,rural
community. Perhaps Gary Johnson,. director of the Clark County Department of

-

Social,Services, offered the most critical observation,, which is that persons
in rural,communities are wore interested in reieivIag concrete help from social

workers than they are in such minor matters. as dress and accept.

One might conclude that the rural worker needs a certain king,of openness,
'an ability to ask for help, and a willingness to offeeclear, perhaps detailed
explanations of what be or she is to do. Most impor nt is the capacity to_,
provide the, kind of help that the community wants and needs; In terms of under-
standing, perhaps most important is'the worker's ca ity to unddrstand and
relate to the culture of the community and its decfs ow-making processes.

Need to Work with Traditional,_ Social, Religious, Civic and Political Organizations.

Rural communities are not unorganized. They have.many'hrganizations although

3-i
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so important for skillful people nbe.involved in the delivery of services i

age' communities.

Understanding Regional Variations ..

It is very difficult to generalize, of'courde, about rural communities and'

small community social work practice.: This discussion began with an indication

oft:he importadbe of adapting social workpractiie to the norms and patterns of.

local communities. Rural-communities'vary in:their behavior, tfieir yalues, their

decision - making processes,.end'their ethnic composition, as much as metropolitan
ycommunities do. Somehow, people have assumed that rural communities are tote

agricultural,' or largely black, ortotilly white Protestants, or composed of

migrants. There are.rural communities consisting, I
1

n large measure, of each o .

these kinds of groups, but no one of_them represents the totality of rural life

. in the United States. There are communities which are largely industrial, though

rural. There are largeareas of rural non-farm populations. There are rural

communities that, are almost totally Oitholic and. rural communities that have never

haktatholic,citizens. There are rural communities that are_100 percent black and

rural communities' that are 100 percent white. 'there are rural communities composed

primarily of Chicano migrant workers and communities Consisting of Chicanos who

rarely, if ever, travel further than 34 miles from their hbmep. There are rural

communities consisting almost exclusively of descendants of Eastern European
migrants and rural communfiies that have populations Wholly composed of fourth,

fifth, and sixth generation American tizens.
. .

.,,f .

,_ . .

It,is important that one preparin for a' rural social work career understand

these wide variations in rural communi y character and be prepared to adapt _to

them. Each rural.community will have, ts own set of characteristics, baSedin
large measure upon its ethnic composit n, its history; its economy, and all of

the other elements that'go into an appropriate community study. The successful

rural worker should not pre-suppose ani'particular set of conditions for the '-*--

rural community in which he or she is working pr in which he or she plans to work.
The skeptical, open, community development approaCh described earlier is useful

in dealing with suth'variations.
..,

Rural Practice: Incentives, andLiMitations

Obviously, practicing in a rural community has its positives and its .

negatives. Mrp. Abigail McCarthy, writing in the Atlantic Magazine in June 1972,
perhaps described the rural coMmunity!s attitudes toward its professional workers

best when she discussed her early.,teaching experiences in the Mid:West. "We were
...tad that we were expected to spend three weekends out of eatery four in
Litchfield, since the town paid us and,expected us to spend our money there. ,To

assure the town that.we wer"e really, earning our salaries, we were instructed to

be ip our classrooms by 8:30 in the morning and not to leave them before 5. The

school football games and basketball games were a great source of revenue, and'

we were all expected to'work at them, taking tickets, guarding gates, ushering.

After this initial 'meeting, the high school principal, a woman, gathered the

woman teachers together to instruct them inc the morality expected o em by the

community. We,were not to smoke, drink, or'go to local dances, 'and t was strongly

Advised that we attend a local church. She also discussed the neces ity of modest

clothing."

Nearly 35 years after Mrs. McCarthy's experience, I heard a rural Social
work practitioner and educator, Ms. Margo Swain of Mississippi State University,

debcribe .her.own early experiences as a child welfare worker in a -rural ,

'3 5
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they may not be specifically social. welfare organizations. Such organiiations
traditionally reflect local ways of doing things, local,power institutions and
local history. It should not take the social worker in a ruratcoimmunity very

/ long to discover the need for interaction with many groups from which he might.,
.remain disengaged in an urban setting.

, . ./...,

Churches are-pften the most important
,

among these. Every student who
,

has
participated in ruimiffiel% instruction programs relates storiesof th4 per- .

vasivenese-of religion in rutal.communititiee and of the signtaicance of
Churches in those communities. One student said that every gersonin the
community was defined as a "good, decent sort," or a "bad sort," on the basis
of church affiliation and participation.' It,i s c ose to impossible-to be a
respectable agnostic in most truly rural communii es. And the' chUrches tend ,

to be traditional. Communities are frequently dominated by siSeciftrieligious
bodies, dependidtupon the composition of the population. There are, rural
communities that are predominantly German-Catholic. Others are predominantly
°Presbyterian,'Baptist or Methodist. ,Thi influence of each .kind of church is,

* of course, felt by the total community..

..

The same is true of organizations such-avthe Lionaj4iWanis, American

ieglon, Rotary, Veterans of Foreign Wars,* tle American Association of Univ-.
ersity Women. pith organizations often pldy only Minor roles ,in urban situations,
but they are often the crux.of die community's lif6( in rural.settinge. As has,
been mentioned' earlier, they often come closer than any°other organizations to
providing social services to those who are in sigaificant need but not covered
by the large public programs. The Presidents of local civic and veterans groups
are often important figures in the delivery Of social-welfare programs.

,

. . .

Formal governmental bodies are, also pdttant. While it is true that in
many urban and metropolitan situations peole ,know little or nothing about
their county goyernments, county Officals are key actors in rnral'andvamall
community goqtrrNental matters. They ofte -hold p6wer over the financial and
physical resources thwart essential for social welfare services. They day often,
be part-time officials,, also holding doiii full i-time joba as vied as coal mining
and executive corporatioff leadership., But they are source to be reckoned with,
and the wise social worker in a rural community' learns abo them and relates to.
them. .,

.

. i

I ,2

./. /
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Even the tradltiohal social wilfare'agencies are often different in rural_

communities. Since local offides have latitude over rules di/ regulations
affecting social services, rural rules may be et variance' with the' rules'o the
statewide organization', urban pricticevor, in

.,

n some canes, federal standards.
, .

'Occasionally, the abiltty to help an agency carry out functipns that it'
ought to carry out anyway; deptnds on,,personal contacts and skilIful persuesiOn.

,

As has been pointjd out in other written materials on the practice of social
work indrural communities, e surveillance of rural communities` and the
enforcement of regulations s often less rigid than it is in metropolitan areas.
This is an important fact f r rural practitioners to understand, and it is
another indicating of 'hy al practitionerm must probably,be more responsibl
more self-direct d more capable of autonomous ethical functioning than their
counterparts. in u ban and metropolitan situations. Frequently, the only contr

. over the operation of programs in rural communities.are the controls impeded b
area administrators or-managers, ihemsel4s. ,Similarly, the...creativity .of pro-
grams d uponupon the creativity of the area administrators. That is why it is

'4' -36
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community at an institute sponsored by the University of Alabama and the Southern
Regional Education Board. among other things, she reported, it was'necessary
for her to serve as the Boy Scout and Girl Scout_leader. The community assumed
that if she were a child welpre worker, she would know how to work with children
in all of the ways children needed help. In addition, the local postmaster
raised questions about some of the liberal magazines she received and wondered
why she did not receive thd magazines that most young wdpawould be expected
to,read.!..sueh as the Ladies' Rome Companion and Good Housekeeping.

Professional workers in rural communities are, 6f course, under careful'.
scrutiny by their clients...am dther,citizens in the community. One can maintain
privacy, but it is often more difficult to do so in a rural than in an urban .

cotmunity.., Involvement in a community,is often an essential,part of effective.
pridtice as is sensitivity to community norms.

B,ut rural practice has -its rewards, too. It may often seem from discussions
of the charaxteristics of rural communities that ttiere are,more limitations than
advantages. Such a conclusio is not intended. Rather, the positives attractff
many people to rural communi t S.

c

For many, rural simply more pleasant that urban. Air pollution
is not normally a problem, nor is traffic congestion. Commuting is often un-
necessary, although the shortage of housing sometimes means that one must live
a distance__frmn one's, work.

The opportunities for being independent, for making one's own decisions,
and for defining one's own program are often inducements for mani, people to
work in rural communities. In addition, rural workers oftin move more rankdly
into positions of leadership than do those in urban situations, Where the
numbers oi employees are larger and the opportunity ladders mote filied.with
competitors.

And it might be said that rural communities' offer one'of the last opport-
unities'for a person to live a genuine community life._ Such a life has an
attraction for many,people.

-Many rural social'workers say that they can see the results of their WOrk.
The worker can have impact in the practice of social work in rural communities.
Such is not always the case in urban situations. `

Some have wondered whether rural workers who come from rural communities
would be more effective than those who migrate from urban to rural.arees Of
course, one cannot generalize about such an issue. Some local persons are so
bound up themselves in,the community's patterns and decision-making processes,
that they cannot be objective about them. Therefore, they may be less pifectVik:
than an outsider coming into a new situation. Then, too, some urban practitioners
who are unaware of their own behavior patterns and characteristics, may be un-
consciously offensive to the community., Perhpas, as Was mentioned earlier in
this discussion, the commanity_evaluates the person,on his or her capacity to
help; less than on extraneous factors. Being sensitive to the community and to
one's own behavior is the essential quality. Whether one gains that throagll

a ifetims of experience in rural life or whether one gains it from reading,
talking and observation, is less important than the acquisition of the necessary
skills.

9
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Conclusion

ObViouslyi this brief discussi has not said everything.there is

.tOsay,aboutthe practice of soc =1 work in rural communities. It has

traced.One.ihstitution's effor s to prepare people for work in rural and

small communities, and it h outlined some of the more important

`Characteristics of effect e practice in su communities.

;

There is much mor known about rural practice; particularly by

rural practitioners, than has been written on the subject. 'Collecting

information from them and distributing it to others can be a useful

endeavor.

This repoct of the SREB task k;rce represents one effort in that

direction. Hopefully it will be Only one of many that will emerge in

the coming years.

I

V.

.;:; '.
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SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION FOR RURAL

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Joanne Mermelstein
Paul Sundet

`School Of SocialWork Univ. of Missouri
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-The postulate of the generalist social worker 'as the, logical, and

citedeseary professional:model' for the .rural context has been-proposed by

several 'authors but largely from the basis of scarcity,oknanposier to per-
form'.-iiPeeittlist functions aid rural community expEigiitrieW,)7Wet the social

worker 'shoUld be able to solve human probleits. ,regard to strict ,

definitions of specialization or of problems =ease .ft is our position

that the generalist social worker is iodeedLthe ,prescribedfroledspecially

suited to, the rural context, and it is-within that role:fiat ,that the functicin

or .sub.role of program developer will be ..examined,

cgOrever, the tenets or conditions of practice, from.,which. our conclusions

fessional role derive are not synonymous with:those "Cited in the -

literature. The implication of the description of the generalist as it"

appears in the Social Work Encycloot0a, and, elaewhere _seems to. assume 'a
basic therapeutic or remedial orientation to'humin, px90.04,,, also

affaumes a target population of ,micro-systems, :individuals and '-faibilies

whO stand in need of the specific servicesoffere4'1144,e0finsien -Of the',

.role is noted is *ally as consultant tootherlaxiictiaerviCe'providers,',

especially--inthfcruraihreas-nonlirofessional,ankieryOlOnteerservicel,
providers. There is another way of conceptualiginigefteralist social

;It practice however, and that is in terms of the attitudinal set of:Mind -4

out what social phenomena are appropriabicencerns,for-Social work inter

vJ ntion. In the rural,areas, where.theoommunityAmtem101a*.2maxalArebN
sily,circumscribed(atid where community systemic relitionihipsetain

Characteristics of high visibility and susceptibility to.seientificiscrutiny,

a practice approach targeted on the:Utality of a,geographic "community" and

containing, an inherent focus on "enhancement of the,quality of life" is-Obt

only more possible than in 'the *plait urganmegapolis but more consistent

with the comprehensive definitions. of. social work. Yhegeneralist social

worker assesses, dthin the frame*Ork of the profession'a values, social

phenomena in all of their syste4orantifications.and-, babed:upon that

assessment, identifies and intervenes at whatever level-is efficient and

effective within his resources to bring about the desired social change.

One of the levels of intervention that the rural generalist is called

upon-to ,arry out more frequently than his urban counterpart is program

developmeht.
9
n

I. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES

Before proceeding to the-principle focus of this paper, rural social work,

'*This paper was originally presented to the Seminar on "Education for Social
Work in the Rural and Small Community", council on 4Opial Work Education,
Indianapolis, Indiana, May, 1973. Other related topers by, the same authors

ire:, "The Social Wpr4 0mburasman: 4_1(ole of the Rural gent Practitioner" and

Tommunity Control hhd the Determination OfJtofessio 1 Role in Rural Mental

Health." (published FalltRin*.1973 Journal of Operas nal Psychiatry.

-'1'
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it is appropriateto review the genefic concept of program development as

it appears in the various bOdies of profdgsional literature. 6

No universal definition of-program, development, nor itsAorollary,

program planning,exists: The,definitions vary with tip peripective of

the definer, the situation in which the definition is to bd'use:4 and, often,

with the antiCipated-outcome. ,But essentially all the definitions are

elaborations of the basic steps in scientific.methOdologY. Fier example,

James Cook, a Community Development spetialist defines.the process as:

ip a, human function. It is a,social.process An

which peopls7einteract in f<systematic liner to increase the

"rationality of decisions and Acts perfdrmed in order to

accomplish Objectives iii the future5 Planning involves:'

' 1) data collection a creation, "°,-

2) analysis,

3) synthesis,
4) forecasts
5) evaluations

-7.

or the pe rpose of etermin

' conditions desir le for satiefiinehuman,;

'needs midi-
bY a scheme for ordering a sequItnce of aeti4ities

appropriat ncreasirlg the probpbilitAes of

bringing about epired conditiop,
and the implementation 9 is SCheme...'

on city ,planning and program development
)

(1) Description and prediction of the; organization e#3.

relevant'factorEyin the enOironment;,MJ40041#01.-
objectives,and setting of priorities.; (3).-tdevelOpment.of

'action...pxograms; (4) implementation; 40 (WeV411404MH...
and subsequent revision 4,plane.: - ,

a steps, is found in the literatdre

. ; C ,o'

^' _f 00

A third, and more commonly recognised enumeration of;-theaa,eeme

teps is found in Murray Ross', classit,definitfonof comOunteXArgan*

tion process: .

r_

1

..t

.' "S...., . (;*.

Community organitationtis a pro ss bywhic4,-.&,community
b

,_ i!dentifies.its needs or object ves, order (or,rank414heslit

ngeds or objectivesydevelOWthe confidenceand:Will;to
work at these. needs or'objectivee,-findp thelread4rce* ''

(internal and/or,external) to deal witiffthese'nled*Ir.-`,

., v..,,t...

4

e.,2:4

,

a
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,
objec iveS take action in respect t thein, and nia doing
alct,...,s and develops cOveratiy8 and 011aborative attitudes

'.x.actice tuAlukispintsunitx,
.-

,the same,process .steps couched in Afferentlangnageappear. But
program: development is remains scienttfte,fie0049 My din"

ft', tingditkit frora-the_other practice activities.which also.,eploir the
'.identical. progression from data gathering to:evaluationt Perhaps the

alearest,articulation of the difference ,between interfentibnAnkplanaingt
is found in Karl Matutheim's Man and Society in an Age RecOnitructidn.

7 .--; 1-)i-
I ,,t,,1, . V,,,,,,i';,, ,',f,,i .

.':,,:: ... Manheira distinguishes between the "radius of ,actiont interyention).
in which . the practitioner understands the extent nf.,thei.eaus,al Itequences
directly brouglo about by his initial. activityanfj.14inV_ ,.iO, more

or less under his control; and, the "radius, of fOre,eigh,r 14141Fling_, )' in

which the practitioner understands the length of the causal, chain which
cae.more-or less accurately in .,44,4y,en Sitlia4onxand con-

_stantlystrives to lengthen that chain nrou pilia,kgioniql#Ofeedional
r techno).430. .,, Both employ scientific methodology h!t1 -0.r.initigp11.e focus

of i.tervention differs. Program,,develo 40.09t ' 0qtfp-c,1:44Sirke '''';-''
long-range 'goals and strategies, and to dgiii stenis.,49ttin,,. 00130-

-, ,,...*,...

:. ,,,, 4 ...go si , '..: - - l. $ -. . 1 ' '- f.F.;.) .A76 -r...1,1k.t' .:.*,,!:,;4,,:' li.`,1:'::,,',i-

,
'';, ;t - . -. , , , --,. ' ''' ,,,a ,;:iii,t4(iA lig.p. .x..t.46,1%,,:a .,-...:!.,,q:%,.;'1, '''' ,,- i

If pne assuatee, ,then, program developpie:nt 44.13,90.9oie!,itiooproteatit
.;,e-. !

and goal. ,time focus, is there anythingiahi...-diatidistinguishes social wOrkr.v,i
,-. , , 'program d-velopment from other planning:,,effOits3., lint#O,ii contend that :ii.:,`'''''%'',0,*:

social worker's approach to program,deyelo&e,4 1-,g, sig,itr 4 t-liniqueoi,-A,

41,,, ness is derived from theslaracteris,tio value §04t.1#4;pro eskin., 'not
, ,". :_, the process utilized:-' Bartlett points. out *atamt,s049. s,;;41549tivitY

. results from a unique interactiopfltno4edge,linmAndincpmcess'and-method. '.41

,-, :- ,
ology, and, values of the profebsioni-and vo,rker.: ..24,either is ,Sufficient unto
itself_ to adequately ilescrite a socialwo*k., intervention.. Thus progitin , ,,,.

,
., planning carried out by Social, yokkere:: lAcormft.ssA, jpepp.oualisus .

..4.

characteristic values such as client ,selffdeterminationp.partn.e*Ihip, right,
7o ,help in., time of ,need, etc. The ,sPecific intpact- on the.techniques of prof-

.. : gram development are seen in the guigeiines., for actiOnith'clk WA thae no
. program is to be imposed on ,a client population. ,In Octs,..t41, ,gucceals of

..1., ,a.program.is predicated Upon the client system not only baying the final
authority to accept or reject intervention but to be actively engaged in

.'., the formulation of the plan. Rights arX duties resiiieith both change ...

,: agent and client system and the appropriate .relationshiP between then! is
,

a, contract which specified the role and =function of each. Since the focus
, is on helping, the 114aits of data gather are defined by the ,needs of .

: implementation, and the pursuit of "knowl ge to knew is left,to other
disciplines.

,f

41. .3.
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II. IMPACT OF THE RUFtAt-60N1TEXT ON THE DYNAMICS OF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Applicatioh of Planning principles in the rural,cOntext presents
distinctive challenges to the social Worker, particularly i e is a

."newcomer on the rural scene. In attempting to familiarize h elf

with contextual differences through the professional literat e, he

will be impressed with the emphasis on the relative lacks/limitations
of the rural comdunityis opposed'to.the urban area. Limitations-in

hooding, quality; education, recreational and employment opportuni,5ies,"
social mobility, availability of goo4s and services, transportation,

and wages and salaries are usually documented. Cultural solidarity '

and historical continuity are more pronounced in the rural context, if

only'because physical mobility of residents is less. In the professional

sphere, isolation from the traditional shOeiVisory hierarchy and from the

stimulatioa'afforded by colleagues are described as 'additional con-

siderations affecting practice.

In progr 'planning and development, the' on of these

descriptions ppears as a professional bias ertstimatinWtha

satire of a ural .community in several rrantlimensioni:JY,tho
concern of the citizenry for human Seeds* ) the soPhistication,and
knowledge of the rural resident about organization for provisionlor
human ne s; 3) the extent and efficacy of existing hatural%iiervi0
delivery systems; and 4) the readiness,and/or willingnitis of the --

'ComMunity to 'Change.

In addition tto the,extence of a,pre-seclbiasi,.the*iosociat,worker
faces a series of other potential pitfalls* %For4exaMple, other errors

arise from the data collection and abitisment,prOctSCcess to the

essential data for accurate community analysiadwit*ieferehCe to' p'lannin'g

Is complicated by the community atereotyperof :the profebnihhi/?soclal o

worker. The rural community is'familiarwitgaccA0070*prOfessional
as a person~ who hai masteted-ahighly'hpecali041:4**OnawIedge and
skills and who applies thatlpecialty indepefident:atha-ClihntsConsUMees
active participation as, for example, therdotter-,/layeriinihiSter in

his rote of preacher of the'gospell and eligibilitykrethrmini*Welfare

worker. The social work hallmark itfOntractkartherahl.pr,iitifthe cliehi

conailmer throughout the helping process itamalietr14040nahirwith
a !' professional" though not at all'incenbiiiientAtithliterpersowll red.

4ationphips in peer rural community endeavors* Isorthe(piogramdeveloier
`:-, however, partngrship with and engagement of the comdunitij as_part of the

action system to .effect Inman services provision is Mandatory,- lintil_the

social worker has-established role credibility within that value. construct
however, the community views him within their stereotype of "professional".

?.0
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and reacts accordingly. 'Because the professional "knows what he is doing"- .

. _ ,.. ...{ the,community re4e0 on his direction of data collection procedures. If
. fihe.:dpeasgtask,aboutspecific system linkages or resources, these,ranat be

, - ! 14r,14wa457to the planning process. , *
' .I '

,'' -,";''. '' '':, 4R9..c#Pr cl:414449n.. in effective use of the pregrata.ganning process
, 40,*.the:poSition,,of.Conmnulity gatekeepers in relation'tek:Vie rural

,,, - e,,coqiniini,q. power struCture. The social worker is adenitOmed-foasiiessing
. 1..,..-.:, . existing_hUmen service resources in terms of fokMat aOniiee and'arganizations.

(e
14'4* administrative representatiVes of these Tiodies, app the Ifiii.aid

,sources,, for data! leading to asseasment, and-hwoothesk prrautativi "poutIr .1"- a. .,,I.r1,,, .

needs, prObleMii!,actual and potential' resources in 'the iiiial.'40aalni:'ey.
Thus, the welfare director, ministers, tieilik carficiiilit;:' inhrielitifth
pm:soling, are oftenAiewed as "knowing" the dynamica4 the rural Cozzaunity. -

Not considered is the fact. that their status as ,"pretoaaiOnaIS":'is de-:
pendent upon 'protecting their domain from intrUSion'hi'Weittiel#1. The
,concept of Citizen, participation in plena* does not coliiiiriiItykl,14r
stereotype pf the proressicnia1 function. ''Fui iii;'., ie Vested' ititireat -in -----.= :1
program plaining that would, relieve tke,ii.'6Vitilalet &kat' ilioiii4Wie.
sponibilit conteinal_A- bias potentialik0A41.caig**tiAq4a4ning °

Pc9ge13,0ftl4A-110,644 in ,4044.ng.iii ;40-W,,!-AfilWv44170e4aeij!
keepers of 4.,,he, rural coneau44 ;oiler Oisanifek4.4eiiiiettiks Orci$verse

-.;.-

-cOuniunity pyste.ms,, tile new program ie' fikekto hiivO'iiitii'tieritiliielice '. "N, ,

in solVini Filial prohlems., Rem iatili4f,oevAildi.:iiiiiii.'044nai.:41.4c proi.
_ vision of tangible services to indi`440.s: ailitaiiiileli la Otteiski.the''etily

coraiitment of the Comitiunity.gatekeePeiS..' 'elgiiiiiiiIirliiiketicc .0**.-iind
enhancement of the quality of .lift fOCUS, n'i)fahning ity'lliCk

stant to compel their .participation. . Is thiOheniiine*,n1 'Wee:different
from the urban scene? Perhaps the after:C*4 is th,*4.tlie7likat'grf .0t- the
tUral. community offers more hope of raniiistiOn of the -latter ye of
planning, because of its' distinguiShable'blIOditriee, and faker ayitepi-tel,
negotiate.

L .,:-..; -': it f -,p,-., ,:,..1
,

7 7 7 )

Assessment of the natural service delivery 037000.1.)1, gle'rnral 'Area

isystemsabound: the retired Aurae in tie tow y*04* n iyis te-a:60g process.-1' ''''Itioelie,,.
es

is another critical variable in the ,PrOgraM,,planni, --...,1.,-0,013,f,:.,,,,

tion and routine nursing service for aged,anii ill Iii:,nietioup,d.'patiente within
a 26 Mile -radius of her home; the preitd.nenccouple J4 predominantly
Catholic community who act as a referral and infempatiOn., Center -70r family
counseling, 'pregnancy and psychiatric prOblens,.'AraWing,"On. a,varieti of
formal and informal, rural and urban resources for their referiatici.'
Community gatekeepers know of the existence of)hese informal system's,

. utilize them as .casefinding or referral resources but preclude identi-
fication at them to the "outsider" in the planning process. $titus con-

43
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..
: aiderations and failure to appreciate the sophistication of the syEitem

account for ,its omission from an inventory of rural reso Ca..' These pheno-2
Mena' have the essential charaCteristica of a social sys , hOweveri structural
and funetional interdependency of its .parts, lite-fines le 'boundaries, supra.

and subayetesi relationships. Aspects, of social agencies? and organizations
are discernible, in eligibility criteria and referra). and. screening procedures
of some of these systems. A blend of knowledge and values consistent with

`social work practice is evident in some systems where the reward structure
for the caregivers is not- dependent updn the, gratitirde offered by the ,c,lient-
codsumer but is lodged inaa supra-system,e.g., a church or civie/social
organization which accords public recognition and support to the enterprise
and status in the systemic network to the caregiver... ,,

Power considerations relevant to citizen participation in the planning
---process presents another assessment Obstacie. in a rural comMitnity, the

convergenie of multiple social roles in a single individual is endemic to
the communityte organization. The school princ.ipa/ may be the dominant

...political party chairman, a small businessman, this officer. of several civic
clubs, the relative of elected, governmentai_offiCials,,,,,,ete.,,:itis membership
ik a number of community sub-systems.,proVidee 'CoMiainiCatiOn finkilia among

:them., However, the potency .of his inflienci 70 ti:of 40,4**Ibli 'front this
role inventory alone, Frequently the "hiddeti*- iiei"'800060n-ii iiiral,
community are the most potent, and the- Motit'd'if iiritettfl'idetti : The
.ct that a local physician, who, appears, partiatl:fie *I .-dingercusly
inattentive to his patients s y m p t om s , iiheaVily:* ', ed an4:'apPOinted

. to public medical Posts may not reflect ,la,cklitAtho:lisediairielliiiirees
but rather provides a revealing cite to a slantaor '''144iiii,,Si;:'- '-'Ia'inifeas
tigator should not be surprised to /earn th4,h6-002-11fte`landholder,
founder and endower of the only CoamtunitihdePitaganCk:',,,oranticnity college,
and stockholder in local financial institufiOn471,20 *.kaglif.:14.1$0,i3O*
fUnction linkages among conraunity sub-SYS-far-0 ;Aisne .-iiirif*cfti4.4 linkages'
is rendered di,fficult because of the preponderance of ePlVelike' the '''''-'"'
geXPSPIng, If the planning PPeeeeYee fe.',910,0 .01?:,.the I" th care delivery
ststesn, exclusion of the abOe. kinflt(iii ditikvntild tertal7 :f Wita to,
erionepus conclusions about the"sotiree Ofthe,;gabrerS. .- e laillirito find.

concerned allies among other medical :persona l' O`r tie ' LAk-'#:... ki.i_,I#
might lead to a hypothesis, of dpathy. 'toward ihreliitli of tnecitcax care
available in the community. The 'failure td- 'pei iVe`theliiiMaitatie'
balance among coirmunity sub-systeMs and to iiikililii6TOCOuntlii. determiiiig

collie.
problems and needs drastically affect's the prograi-PlinufinepritiCeSS and/out,,,-,

-' ,,,,- ,- , ,

0 the warlter knows what it is' he is searchinefor,, data gathering and,fora,
data sources for the foregoing types of information' ii not -exCeartingly compleic.

44
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Much is already public information, available in community records and
Efitor1cal documents. However, access to these kids of data is more readily,
attainable 'through community leaders who are willing to join their efforts
With the social worker toward community sys\t0616-ehange. Engagement of the
community-in a contract for social change reiluires professional 'credibility
in* the role of change agent. Competence, discretion; commitment of the
worker wilt be closely scrutinized'and evaluated in-order, to assess cret,'

Again, the role of generalist, the social worker has ample opportunity'
,tti ;demonstrate these qualities in a variety of role functions *416b,:re«
'*.cf:ProcallYaaitow the gradual accumulation of the required data foi effective

program deveiopment. Thus, because of the unique chariateristics'ind'in
terdependeticies of major. systems in rural areas, the role,of,program daveloper
is rendered more efficient and effective when coriogitualized. as a i*barole
of the generalist than as a jpecialized function,. tindertikezi!nisolation
from the' direct. service

. t
To .carry out effective program development in..a,ttitai context, the

planner must evaluate tbepotential impact. of his ilanning_on. 11;cal eoramuaity
systems.. There is tragic evidence in many, r(iiEii.6,0*40.2:00:5,:of .014'
imposition of a regionally "packaged" servi6e'd:40e010iitern:10v.bl,t.:6O,`«cipted
or,...impeded functioning of natural systems. The otop 4os met:, $4_ Kion'!develOping
horizontal system linkages not simply-on improving-uponor:b411dittg 'anew
the generally preexisting vertical linkagec.iyitk,...:
systems, i.e., linking the welfare office. g 0101'4is of greater concern
than linking the welfare office to its -state department:- '*

"",-7.".'"""""'"77".
,

.X

Warren notes that:
,. t s

No local- unit, no matter how strongly.integraimi it-4 a

extra- community system, can funqionlong in '69-mplete..
disregard of the impact whichjts owrcbehaviortiaketi on

.. ,<,
other.ungs in the locality.L4. .

Vail adds the.ceirtt tion that-bolstering the support of community

caregivers is the (roost fficient tyd potentially moat effecti4e means of
prowl-Ong-service-in: rural areas, and thekieSlei4 model. Of iiidireet

41 service in the community mental health field is.alsb consistent with this
formulation. All of the foregoing positions are consistent, in fact mandated,
by the social work value of self-determination.

EDUCATION CONTENT FOR RURAL PROGRAM DEVELORIERT

One is tempted to posit the rural progtam developer as the "Renaissance
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man: and dismiss this considAration of content with, the simple admonition
that,-the student will never kis adequately prepared by a degree proiraS,
bachelor- or master's, with all of the knowledge and skills required., Jio

_ just teach everything you can about human-needs and social work in the
allotted time and impress on the student that he 'really is ill-prepared and
professional education is, after 'all, a lifetime Job. This is a ,tempting
answer to the question of content and one we will try, to avoid!

Before commencing on enumeration of specific,knowledge, skills and
attitudes associated with rural program development; it be well to
stipulate the obvious; namely, that as in any valid expression of social
work intervention, knowledge of and ability to utilize relationship...and
scientific methodology, is a sine qua non. The r`elatiOnShip skills- demanded
of a program developer include'all of those associated 'With the clinical.
roles' but go beyond them to include other power and status dimensiona in
which the programmer frequently operates; It is one facet of profeseional

k relationship to intervene with the poor, uneducated assistance recipient,
quite another to'enlist the active support of the local
The use of process steps in' scientific Isethodciiegaris particOlarly;crtiaial

to program deyelopment, not only because,they,'Cg?,siiititnte epsence; as-

noted above, -but-because of the tendency' of workers_ Wahand,'60'
f scientific process in program development. "The,ep(ktil,,Worker wh6-:#oUld-
( never jump to a treatment plan without a datiiiiarbiOnmyttio.46O1il'ilfagnosis'

-will
not infrequently advocate a_ocanded"Ipinkitn 6-4sede only die iiiketchr.

lest assumption of a service deliyerylaP;.., . .
.

The knowledge requirements for program development lean heavily on

the curriculum segment traditionally referred to: at "sociti eivitolunent".
Essential, for program developer is sucialsys*ems theory and the
social dynamics communities. On most ',foinid in socio-
logy and/or rural sociology in heceitable tiiiirie ta#:-.: ROWeVer, rarely
tb the application of that knowledge' toTnret4eIrtion.Stresati, and 13 0 it

'_ , :...f 4- ck4....., 7. ,. rq, . i.,,...-1z-&-,
fails back on the social work faculty teintegrate the- elements of several,
behavior science courses and tooperationalize thenk as it fraiiework for
and components of assessment. The foOsiareto*iftirtl:PPle.W.tadi and-Westley5
and'more "recently Pincus and .ilinaltan, "zike*irkAiiiiVilij eitSiii0e4 '41.:'-iith-
ingredient worthy of'Special mention iirigit iiinh*:pirkert,'' 06:.e.-"iiiily4are ,

halve conceptions, of power the base of Prergranf development: the litaidics
. of community power in the rural at'eS'btkenre Alin Susceptible. teiaiiatysis '. ,

as ivied in the previous section. ':''' ' ;,' -, .-,:,

Another substantive- knowledge area of ,paitictifili .i-ele*InOe30.,,the .

program developer is the nature of formal and informal organization including
-the material 'on group dyiamics. Though the Urban WcirkerAieeds this know-
ledge as well, he usually is in an already existing organizational environment

4
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and his focus is manipulation of the target system. His rural counterpart

. is frequently calledAto deiign and construct the organization to deliver
/services as well as intervene in existing systems. In addition, muCh_of the

J deasultatlion service required of the rural worker directs itself toward
increasing the functioning of a wide variety of human services syttems.
While itNoUld be. manifestly iMPossible,to.educate-forthe specific
ifialanacies of schooli; churches, city and county governments;'thkcommon
dehniinatorofall is found in grunt) and organ3.zational dynamics.

. AsWith knowledge, thesskill areas are multiple and only some of the
more salient are mentioned here. A crucial skill is the lability to conduct.

-broad .gauge systemic analysis includingdemogiaphic, deolOgiCati cultural`
aadilistorical analysis as well as 'assessment of systems linkage-functions

and supra - system relationships. This requires not onlythe fonndatiog
knowledge alluded to above' and the ability .to conduct deialUd'aCtion re. -

search, but a mental set of inquiry which does not accept Ort.determined
subject boundaries nor exclude any data as irreleiraht.'Inrural pfoiraM
.development, the arena of assessment is the :total anitironmentehdifthe%

occasion is every activity, profeasitinapagdleriOnal"

Skills in differentially determinihg and carrying, `dpprtipr
to the particular situation and phenomena addreanda.angihSiMUltafreOUS).
engaging.inmuttiptevel role functions is a majtir,skAllitianederttrs&r'tha
progreMmer. The repertoire of roles which,"the/prngi*deVetoPei8.6*St
call 'upon and be able to exercisels.vast; irreoPed:tiyar!Ot;Orhador-rural
context. However, the flexibility as well aa,abilitY4aAifferenttftte
appropriate roles quickly is even more complex fei7thertdilit.woAeFOho
carries more than the program development specialty. The rural generalist

must be prepared to be utilizing an appropriate' planning role one moment'
and successively assume clinical and therapeutic roles the neat:

Skills in brokeridg, mediating, advocating and negotiating systemic
hierarchies are lso basic. Sub-functions-of skills such"aepublic
speaking,, radio and television interviewing are frequently ustirtalente
of theprogram developer that flow from the cOmmunity.as-target.systgm concept.

A specific set of.planning skills is also required. Among -these are-

the ability to write programs, construct and, justify budgets, organize
and manage volunteer work staffs, and design and exdcuteeValuitioh'measures.

The attitudinal set basic to effective socialiWork progrimPlanhing,tas
noted in previous sections, is a firm commitmentto the Client.dommunity as
having the right and the responsibility to determine its owd heeds, problems,

',objectives and meads of achieving objectives. This attitude Must permeate
all prokessional activity with any individual, group or organizational 06%.

4!
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,system of'the community. .

, .

. Necessary for any social worker but worthy of kehtion in the rural
context because of the unavoidableAndependencein practice, is an
appreciation of an ideological commitmentto the concept of profesdional
role as having inherent responsibilitiedand obligations that transcend
%the obligations to any specific agency/epployer. Truly autonomous practice
iveleveloped nly within this attitudinal set. -

ck

A visiomply attifudeapplied toward'all community suggestions and
planninghypotheseeallows for creative consideration and modification of
potentially useful but presently "unworkable" ideas,.

l

IV. 'EDUCAZIONAL METHODOLOGY

Theeducational preparation of the generalist social worker requires
adjustments in traditional teaching methodologies. The long-standing
dichotemy between "knowledge" as embodied in the didactic_classroom and
"practice" isolated in practicumex0eriences is even less functional in
preparing the generalist.. Integration.of fovnddtioaan4_practice:tknowpdge,
and activity skills require devices =such as teantteachingi'..field based
seminars, modular.courke construction, and,instrUctor demonstrdtioni-
renewed emphasis on collaborative attitvded id.,:neededinot.onlyaMong
faculty but system wide. The apprenticedb*Ard el, the ,student
allow-for neither the transmission of required:knowledge2nor.aeculturatics_
to the generalist role.

7

Because of the high degree.orprofessionatrisk invo*YeCin' program'
planning, the structure and progression,ot thestudent!slearning,thst
courage motivation to, risk while concomitantly reducing the probability of

,,non-success. .

ON&

Classroom course design can flqw frewthis principleatIthought.it has, A

been more routinely applied to thepracticuM field experience- *social work
curricula. .

,

.

.....
:- .

,,-, ,. -:-..a.,
: =-- '.1% --

',.-
.

The introduction of the student to discrete skillswhichallow,ftotn t

didactic material, either foundation.ortpravtice:theory,canbebegun as
a component of classroom instructioA'tbrough the me of, laboratory and
workshop simulation techniques. This.allows the instructor: to isolate .

one,configaration -of specific activities, skills orknowledge for the,-,
student's concentotted attention without haying to.maniOulate al! the.
vdriables'that would be inherent in the seal community planning situation,
as for example, focussing on the function.of cocamittee eto a chairmaaX*00:

. .
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of a Council of Aging without concurrently having to address the problems

of selection, structure and organizational interrelatedness.

_

further consideration b.:lithe classroom teaCherin.determining

content methodology is the fici.that'the exercise of.program planning

.teOhniques is siosiOften,toiallynoreign to' the. student. The students .

trequentlyhave a frame of referenCA for work amilies

,ani stall are* based upon their priori life experienCe .even if they have

had no professional experience.' Consequently,- the'clatsroom instructor

is constantly faced withthe problem of taking program development "real."

to do this requires the ample use-of detailesiodek<exabpies. The'paucity of

program planning materials in written and aUdie=visUal°fortjorcet the

teacher to create suchofrom his own practice experience., perhaps it should

to noted here that a principle of program deveIopttmtalready pointed out,

.
namely adaptation of the process *to locale, applits,agwell to the teaching

dthodology employed. Thus, case records, exampies,-illustrations, etc.,

which are drawn from the school's geographic locale are much more effective

in enhancing the "realness" of the educational content .

Skills that can be taught in a field-bided se:saner or labOratory

component of a practice theory course, thataretrOdialte the potential',

planner, include: 1) grant writing; 2) familiarity 4th' the technique's

and use of mass.. media; 3) community resourceatfdatiling4161 tle tech

nology thereof (e.g.t.committee process,-etetentkOfqktaff-tiOleto a

committee) ; 4) writing of program documents, annual_r0Prtas progress_
reports, propoials of hypctheseh options; 50iCtitiOesearch.technology.'
Tne.customary approach to teaching these skills isri0.natyral outgrowth

of the requirements of the.interventive prodeis iff.the field. Me e'

both inefficient and,ineffective use ofinstbictor time and ignores the'

risk principle previdusly enunciated.

The ability to conceptualiie and to systematidally apply,practice

principles and scientific methodology to every professional endeavor

must be stressed universally throughout the CUrrieUtat:-practicum is more

than "experience" and .to design a field instUrction model which logically

facilitates education for program development within generalist-concept,

certain principles must edhery

1. The field instructor serves as ran 'tildel of middle

management

2. Accountability to client- consumer SCoMmunity), supra-systems,

peer group, and the specific proceddrei-for maintenance of

accountability is built into .field unit str, ture. lo
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3._ Autonomy of-practice and its essential ingredients must

. be integral to the field experience. The rudimenis

of teaching autonomouepractite_include,demonstrnfLon,
.selfetassessment,..learning plans; pairinWin taak accomp-

ment, peer orientation/socialization/acculturation-process,
continous use of evaluative techniques for assessing con-,

sumer, peer; supervisory'and supra-system feedbaCk on

performance.

4.- Opportunity for collabbration with other-pfOfessienals,
other disciplines, consultants, etc., is provided.

5. Observational and analytic opportunities of sponsoring
agendy decision-making processesand analogous opportunities
in community decision-making processes are made available.

6. The field instructor demonstrates the role of professional
learner on the assumption that theprogiam deVel4er role
requires continuous professional learning regatding the
community in the planning proceds. ''

A field instructional model. predicated utionthe above principles

-would encompass the following:
r -

1; Assignments are directed to diverse target sys eiaWith-
flexibility, in the parametersof interven.tive,i4tion,,,Iiie.,

where.. the student stops inAlii,systemic interventiOna_is
s

not confined to thelnitial-prphlems41.4404;144.e.the
pro4nctof the progredsiO4:44.suppaq041:01i0t*Atio0e, and

Ihq assignments-Must Wdiisrete eitiough-eo'thmi--the
Student is able to see the impe-Otiof hfa.,1.-uta0aption and

..i3Obtain-the necessarikef0folieemene.441. *0:10lWokatuial*
requ44 4 trufprofessiinialliffo#'iri,w4ch-the ',

riattructor a colleague.. t. . ,

.
.., .

:I,,
-.

N C5.
,

,

.4
, ,,),:',:, ,' ,

Sullervision predicated in. this 4,61,0*hitaAtl4l*
differ8tit found 16 tie apprenticeship nioddl,--

Istneetbehthe tructpr 4 ,theatudent are,, actively en -4

gageiiPL'the'pame inteiveael U4ud',0,:yalUatio4Ufyerforignee
t. and suggestion for improveme Are mutual responsibilities. .

'Mela& actor's performance ass subject to:%eriticel
anillyals asi.the student's., Thelpecific benefit Of thiaM.

I

' .
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\

procedure i\that authority ofregulation.(grading) is

rapidly supplanted by-authority of,competence (observed

performance),.

. .Types of unit relationships that develop,in this' collegial

model differ markedly from the,apprenticeship. Openness

of unit.members to critical apprai4al,froic each other,

camaraderie, protectiveness toward the group, identification

of "differentness" from their peers al otriem*e14 units,

respect for each other and for the instrUCtOrlithd-Iiih

morale$411,seem,to flow from,the'mutuali0 of risk-taking
inherent in the model,. ,

4.
. -

The principle resource requirement A0r,thispractic0, model

is a sympathetic organizational enViroUient. There,it

little doubt that, the-non-bureaucratic,organ4;ation*th its

higher degree of flexibi1ityAnd4essoi;gidliaefine4: roles and

procedures makes the instructional.tdekeWer.toweverli'
even in traditional structures, Preitsmdelielopment-Praeticum
can be successfully carried out if the agency has both a

/commitment to, innovation dad to sustaining, the change effort

/ over time. There are overriding ethita/ considerations
about beginninta long-ter4 Proceis, for 'both the school

and the agency, which must be carefully weighed'before

assignments are agreed upon.

Because program development'often requires specialized knowledge

and skills, a commitment from both univeristy-wide and school-wide,

resources is required. The instructor should be assured of necessary con -

sultation.

Instructional arrangement for. this kind of,practieum require cogni-

zance of the time-demanedimension of program development in which an

erratic schedule is assumed. The traditional 8:00 to 5:00, two days

per week field instruction schedule is unrealistic andlthe parent insti-

tution must be willing to make necessary adjustments. '

5. Administrative support has already been alluded to but is

worth special mention. blot only Must the host agency be

committed to a process of. planned change. but theseducational
institution must be prepared to 040ft both the-process and

professionA 447i-taking inherent in program development.
This may, for'example, require a year - round fiela instru-

ction program to insure continuity of effort to a program,

once begun. Because of the unique relationahips'noted
.above, school administrators need to be aware of and pre-
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pared ,to deal with intrrschoolcompetitionand jealousy.

Flexibility in student academic program must be provided

for.to-allow effective utillAaaion of univerbity-wide,
teaching resources, for much of What the studeit program

developer needs to know will be found in other academic

departments, often as apparently'unrelated as agriculture

4 _ or geography.

!V. CIONCLUSICC

Before concluding this description of education, for rural program

development; we would be remiss if we did not poiat.out one somewhat self!.

serving consideration. The benefits accruing from the curricul,um formu-

lation above should not be evaluated solely in terms df the student learning

outcomes. The visible service resulting from the educational effort

demonstrates tothe community both the credibility of the profession and

the efficacy of professional education, and by so doing engenders the

ti

much nteded public support to continue social work education.

a

J

,)
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DELIVERING SOCIAL SERVICES'IN RURAL AREAS

Edward B. Buxton k

Social work in rural areas -Ms been given little attention ih'pait year#.

The emphasis, bits been on urban ?to§lems, and skillajtave been developed
*

'
A

essentialli"tcl,deal -with these. Ian most cases, public Welfare agencies

have been the source of initial sole144:4ork service in rural communities

and public attitudes, toward public welfare have lingered'on to be associated

with social services,. In this paper I will outline the limitations which

apply-to the development of social service programs in rural areas and in -If

dicate what I feel must. be done if community social 'problems are to be

afictively handled. 4/ '
r

.

,DiLobservations are.based on experience in Wisconsin witH its county

social sepvice agencies. Changes may come.with separation of aid and, ,

, services or a state or Federally administered program. Whatever the new

organizational strucpre, I foresee some kind,of local office attempting to

deliver social services in rural areas where'few Others are available:

.

tt'

it

11%

A..woid is in order about my tam rtof word "rural's.,. It is possible to:-'IN 1

_,,..

cork from tie census definition, but t is is rigid,,and the so-called urbane .

area of a small town mayreact (pi differently thin urtin city. Suclia

definition does,not take into cons deratiOn ,the.; fact the what a pity idweller

considers to be rural may constitute an prban,metroPoli tosOmeChe.from a '

village or farm. Or a concentration of large_popukation0PaYP006de .:
, geographic area in businese and social,setiiices, so_tfiat.itis]diffiOOlt

to imagine an area which is thinly populated that is coMpletely :Cut Of

from urban influences and services.
,

.4
..

A possible criteria would be the domination in .?,n'area by igriCulture.',

or, extraction. HoWever term "agril.A4LitaeWAYphqiiaeam0014ft-

melt the blending th via taking place, so that agriculture no.Ao eiefs
necessity-means small erations, or-traditional thinking,:or a Nis-
txibution opulati n. ..,

..

p 0 .

,

, .

''With heed considerations in mind, "rural" is :Geed, here aa raflpOpin ah
area which lags behind in population per, square Mile,.in:educa:tiOn:; *a

variety of experience and finally, in the power:to att0: :aWa'iketinv, F7c

t.

' compared'to larger urban areas.

O

The author-ii an Assistant Professor at_the Center for Continuing &Ideation

and commAnity Action for Social Setvice, University ofyisconsin-Extension;
Madisciai The'article is reprinted with the petmission of The Board of

Regents of the University of Wisconsixiand the American Public Welfare
, ,

Association.
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To the-extent that communities in so-called urban areas have similar

problems, rural and.urban social work practice would clearly be similar.

t strongly' believe that much ip social work practice is applicable to all

areas. But there is real merit in those recent aethmpts to point out key

differences if thosp who practice in rural areas are tobe able to develop

other skilli and put them to use. 4d

4
1

J

Perhaps the first problem presented to asocial worker in a rural setting

is the erroheous assumption that nothing is happening in rural areas; that

.because there are few people or buildings in one placo, life is simple. As

Leons(Pinsberg, liken article concerned with education of workers for social

work in rural settings, points out: . '

Nevertheless, a smaller scale of life does not imply simplicity.

Rural communities are,ofted.as sociologigallycomplex as urban

communities. Many of their characteristics may,be based'upon

sl little-remembered but nevertheless influential historical
events focused on family conflicts, church schisms, and a

variety of other occurrehceswhieh may deserve the status of

legends."'

In a real sense, the points made in the rest of this'paperliiiirefer '

influences and conflicts involved in rural communities,' so that the whole
gv, .paper represents a further enlargement on the theme that the worker needs

fa-B0i-prepared to deal with a complex situation, and that social work in

rural areas maybe just as difficult as that donielsewhere.

Another problem social workers face is that they are likely to be rather

visibly different from the people eround them. This is likely to affect

both community and worker. Young workers from northern Wisconsin have told

me how theyfeek set apart by a college education and a new car (even though

the car may be mortgaged to the UMW., Dress and'grooming are further 1

distinguishing factors, though these can be-minimized if the Workei chooses.

The carrying of certain kinds of notebooks as I made my rounds in one small

community brought forth comments which indicated that ',had unwittingly set

myself apart. Youth itself may be a separating-quality in an area where Most

-of theiyoung people leave for the city. A further influence is the feeling

1
within the worker himself. One experienced so al worker, accustomed to the

'
anonymity of a large city, described to me her eeling of being aloe eex -

posed-- in walking in a small town where every4 e Obviously knew that she
,

was an outsider.
. ,-.

-

A final separating influence-- one 'which I,hope social workers would have- -

is that they thinkdifferently-from,the citizens of the'commudity. They. should
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'be more acutely:aware of human diitress; they should be able to sense community

attitudes and functioning; and they should feel a Sense of Orgency about

solving social problems which most citizens, rural or urban, take for

.grented..

I am not arguing that being different prevents social workers from

being effective. I dusuggest that a worker must be aware of these diff-

erences as they, relate to people. They have implications for wat a worker

3 aid agency can dio, and for what community people can do better for themselves.
This must not he forgotten.

. ---
Assuming that the worker has found a "place" in the oammunity and

has developed working relations*ps with clients and community leaders, the
perdeptive worker is likely in time to decide that some community change is
required if clients are to really be helped, and if others are to avoid
needing services in the first place.

It is a truisim that to helpa client we must start where he is. Seldom,

however, have I seen social workers follow thii Procedure in terms of comm-
unfty structure. There is a tempitation to'itart with the client's problem
and the workeW's set of values 'Caen attempt to change'the,community. The

result can be anything from frustrating tedisastrous, It is at this point
that a,Worker may find that the community regards .social problems and
social behavior from a very differentreference,systim than that of the
social work. profession. Many of us have occasionally,viewed our role and
that of agency in waysithat almost opposedthe expectations of our employers
without ever really understanding the degree of difference. This can also

, occur in terms of a worker's relatiohship to a community. An experiment aimed

at influencing attitudes. toward the mentally ill, which,wag,hegun in a western

Canadian community in 1951 in order that more patients could be successfully

returned from mental hospitals, is a good example. As a result of this effort

the' authors reported:,

"We had been unable to effect any evident change
toward the mentally ill. Attitudes .oward us, .on `the' other

hand, bad uIergone a very eVident,ch:nge, The;paeple-of
Prairie Town, initially friendly, and Operat0e:had become
increasingly aloof as the months went ,,,deapite every effort

on our.partto be tactfdl and friendly. From apathy theyre-
sorted to. withdrawal; and when our inta 'ewers:returned to

Prairie TOwh at the end ofsitHmonths., to = dminister the retest,

they were dismayed at the outright antago' sm.they encouotered.
Qur well intentioned efforts to alter atti deviled apparently .

produced side effects that,we had not barga sed for." z °

attitudes

C,
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In describing why the well planned and comprehensive campaign to in-
fluence the attitude of the local community failed, the authors sum up the
reasons which they believed contributed tb that failure.,, it seems to me that
the program described and the reaction to it are strikingly similar to pro-'
grams designed to inform local citizens about welfare and deAance in many
of our AmmOcan counties,

PRESERVING COMMUNITY WELL BEING

In summing up they stated: .0

"By informing the people that many mental-hospitals were in
fact overcrowed,inadequately staffed,and maltherapeutic, we
were destroying the device people used to assuage their guilt
over having exiled their relatives. If people accepted our
assertiob that mental hospitals were undesirable dr.even harmful,
they would have to face their own inner tensions of guilt and
shame, feelings that had been kept in check by their motivated
evaluation of the mental hospital as a ',good place." -/

In short, Prairie Town's pattern of beliefs and attitudes toward
mental illness was not merely a patchwork of half truths, fallacies,,
and inconsistency, as appeared from a firskinSpection of the
interview data: it played an important part in preserving the
well being of the community amdthe.peace of mind and self-esteem
of the average individual."3

The message of the report is painfully clear; the beliefs of a community
are organized into a workable, interrelated pattern which fulfills a social
need in preserving thewell being of the majority. Attempts to Change
beliefs or practices can cause dislocation, anxiety, and resistance against
the change makers.

I am not aware of any agency which work.i.primarily with the poor and.the
mildly deviant which has much prestige or ,iespect. Such an agency may be
viewed as necessary, however, if its clJents are dealt with "properly," quietly,
so as not to disturb the ammunity as d whole. If the eiperience in Prairie
Town is true for other communities, any agency. or worker who implies that
welfare recipients are little different from,other people - -that they are in-
adequately cared for, that their problems stem partly from the failure of
the social system - -is threatening a deep-seated need to isolate devianti, to

,justify "motivating them" by low payments. leads ccdinary citizens to 4

deny local Social problems:,
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SO, the more an agency emphasizes some things the more unpopular it.may

.. become, and "little changes" that professional social workers ,.propose Can

have broad implications in the value system of the local community. The

"little changes" may in reality relect the gulf that four to six years of

. education and contact with a pleralistic society can produce. Most important,

they may relect knowing, the clients as human beings instead of stereotypes.
... IP

Carried to its logical conclusion then, I would suggest that a local

public welfare agency and its clients represent an affront to all that is held

to be of value in many communities: self - sufficiency, independence, thrift,

and family loyalty. Alter-all, the department was "thrust" in y F deral and
state action; it reflects outside values, and it is usually staffed by'outsiders

of a higher educational level than most residents. This expl ns in part

Why--can talk about hoW few are the employable men on the r lls, how low the

amount of fraud, and walk away with the feeling that the lis eners still view

'recipients as strong, lazy males who will not work. .

There are otherproblems which face the'social worker 1. a rural area.

These have to do With those leaders, fond" or otherwise, who reflect local

values more specifically as they determine how-money is,to be spent and what

support. the community will give to new prams..
,

In Community Power Structure,
4 Floyd. Hunter described the power distri-,

bution in a large urban aria. Most ,social workers are familiar with the term

"power jstructure" as a group of leaders who operate unofficially but with

greater powei than elected officials. We may forget to think of rural comm-

unities in these terms or we may regard this leadership group as of concern.

only to administrators of agencies. But most small communities do indeed
have an informal power structure; one that is often not easyto pinpoint.

On the other hand, the social orker 'ip. a small community who is. alert' is in

a. unique position to learn wh does make the basic decisions.- For example,

the worker may contact town airmen and local businessmen about lrelief,

about complaints concerning clients and abdut eavailability of jobs or

housing. The response of formal leadership a r 'Willingness ,to make decisions

and the people to whom they refer the workers, May give valuable leads as to

where real power is held. It is also fairly sy to find out who serves on

boeirds'of directors of financial institutions, as well as who employs the

most people. In many ways the small size of `ads group, the fact that they

can be i entified., and that can be contacted are distinct advantages.

Certain' the attitudes of such persons indicate how a community may react

a new grogram, and it is useful to know what their interests and dislikes

are tertnining p orities,. My experience has been that influential people

may not -do much in o position to a program, but without their sanctibn many

"little people" wi not take a stand. Things are ever so much more difei-
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chit without the heft) othe "power structure."
,

. . .
. .

A particularly important segment of the leadership iroup are the county

boards of supervisors, especially members of boards of social services. A

Comment in Small Town and Mass Society describes their value system especially

well. The setting is a small community in the'state of New York, but-the
.v

problems and responses seem applicable to most rural .areas.

(
In describing various classes and their attitudes, Vidich and Benatan

. ,

stated: ,

"Neither the businessmen nor the traditional, farmers invest
expansion capitfil,-andlurthermore their deemphasis,of
business capital investments of any kind iretlects a-psychology

of scarcity mindedness. The nonexpandingtxeditionalfermers
rationalize their emphasis on work rather than on investment
by gearing their operations to possible declines in farm
prices, wherein their low absolute,but not unit, costa .put

them in a favorable position for survival,. The businessmen

prefer accumulation to investment; that ietjaurplus- funds

are invested in highly liquid assets, particplarb 10041,

real estate, which places them in a relativelyadvantageous:.
positions vis-a-vis deflationary movements, but in a disadvant-

ageous position in a rising market and inah.exPanding economy.

"In the case of thp traditional farmers their psychological, 1

:- orientation to work, savings, and investment represents
"traditional attitude.Which was reinforced by the depression

of the thirties."5

Sinceomost of the board members of rural Wisconsin counties (and"/ assume

this is true elsewhere) are maile up of small traditional farmers or small

businessmen--many of them retired or near retirment--this description may do

mudh,to provide a clearer explanation of why such groups are likely to view

the proposal for expanded paymehts and expanded programs from a very different

position than the social Workers who-propose them. Their whole life exper....

ience and training has been to save, to c back, to.expect the worst, and,

to, meet new adversity by working harder. 'even if 'welfare board members

are influenced by their director ("brainwa hed" is a frequently used term)

to want increased programming, they must still persuade other board members,,

s well as the voters back home,, who, may also subscribe to a philosophy of

scarcity.

,
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Operating on a philosophy of"scarcity is n ot unique to members of the

boards.. Many of us were brought up in families which did_ the same thing.

There are clear.implications for the future Of our programs when "rural"

thinking of this sort dominates administration. I would certainly-make a

.different'presentatioh to such a board than I would to'young executives,

expansion-minded farmers, or representatives of organized pressure groups

who think in terms of "investing in people"--those who consider welfare

as one of the many public subsidies which are given to farmers, business,

and-various income. groups. ,

"GOOD JOBS"

The social worker who yearns for rapid change in a community runs into

another problem which is not really unique to rural areas, but which is em-

phasized by the high visibilityomnon to small towns; the tendencyto judge

a citizen by his community image. A sheriff may run a poor jail or a nursing t

home owner may have a deplorable establishment, but if we attack them directly,

people who know them as "Good Joss" in other settings rise to their defense.

And local community pride ii challenged whenever someone (especially an out-

sider) suggests that all is not well. Vidich and Beaman comment on what

they call the system of illusion which, they assert, operates in a small town.

"But dueto the social character of systems of illusions,

these dynamic processes'in character occur relatively slowly:

There is a silent recognition among members.of the community

that'facts,and ideag which are disturbing,to the accepted system

of illusiong,are not to be verbalizeCexcept, perhaps, as we
have noted, in connectiawithAne's enemies. Instead, the social:,

mores, of the small town at every eppnr4inity, demand that only

thosefacts and ideas whicks9pport,tfiedraamwork of everyday , .

life are to be verbalized.and,selected:94 for.emphasis and .

repPtition. Peopfenoth'other people's successesJdompent on them
with public congratulation and expect recognitiOnufor

.4' themselves. MUtual depplimenting.s ar4On4ard form of Public

are not given public expression. In this process each indiidual'

reinforces the illusionsc of Xhe other. Only at the latirliate

intercourse, while failures andidefeats, ,thou' known to all,

6'
'level of gossip are discussions of, inagre-tolerkte4,

11

, ..,

1 .
.

,

.
Large cities have their own,kind of pride, but voices of dissent are not.

likely to be as-lonely 'as in .a small or rural 6Orannnity.-

.

. ,,

In short, a social worker or a director of a publid welfare agency may be

Challenging local mores by talking about finandial nee& and the root causes'

c
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of sOcialiproblems in X county, but the failures of the clients and by im-

plication, the agency, are well within the range of accepted subject matter

or.local gossip in rural settings.

Not only are social workers in'rural areas responsible for.giving.good

service to a group which includes many:who are social outcasts and have no

presaureoup to back them, but they are responsible to the:taxpayers and 4

leadbg citizens for the efficient use of their money. While taxpayers are t

well organized as a pressure group, and are becoming more so, groups organted

' around the expansion of social services are not as well developed in 0411

towns as they are in urblan areas. The parents of retarded Children; for

example, are,too few pa number to be effecti .Recipients in rural comm. v.

unities are ,often Unwilling to point to themselyes,asiirecipiente-oreven

tto bieak away from the majority value system that holds that:recipients

should be thankful for whatever they get.

AGENTS'"OP MASS SOCIETY

The social Worke't who epresentsnn outside,agency may not #oty be con- ,

sidered an 'outsider, but he may aMiso be'resentedasia,representatiVe
of Un- .

popular and threatening external influences. ,?he director of a ICal'agancy

is'especially likely'to find himself in a situation similar to that described '

by Vidich and Bensman: .
. '

-

"The school principal reminds the school board that_action

which contemplates- taking can be done:only at the risk of

losing state aid. Tgeppilk-price administrator reminds

farmers that the alternative to rejecting :the milk price

Order is no milk price order kt all and.n_return to marketingc

chaos. ,The state road-commissioner informs:the village board

that the new stein highway must eiehe*, pass over main street°

or bypass the village entirely. At this level, thpae

who are involved accept the reality,!but respond Wresenting

the agents and institutions of mass society."7'

The board of directors of a business is. expected to help, the president

of the organization, but the board of a pubficOcial agency often perceives

its duty, for.i number of reasons,.'as "holding back" the director. '2This was

Illustrated quite clearly in VisconsirIcently when, the State Personnel

Board was quoted in.a newspaper article. elating to a-decision upholding the

tiring of adirectbri
.

"The, legislative rationale for lay boards is "to afford a

4
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balance against the activism of "professionais" and

career people in any field. From recent experiences we

have found that the Legislature does not regard this as an

outmoded concept."8

In su ry then, I have pointed out that the social worker in a rural

area may be set apart by age, dress, edueatioh, acid value system from the

COMM th which he is working--that because of increased visibility these

factors are likely to seem more important in rural areas. To press for change

in community structure,' instead of only in the client, may threaten local

income, local'mores, and the elaborate systems which all of us use to justify

presentaand past behavior. We may challenge time - ingrained' value systems and

come to represent in local eyes the outside mass society which is indeed

limiting the frhedom of local communities to control their own desti&tes.

This portrait is somewhat depressing, as is the condition'of social Work

in many areas - -rural and,otherwtse. 'But there are workers who are more

successful than others. There are communities,Where certain social problems

have been dealt with more effectively than in .0thers. To the extent that

there aro limitations to what public agencies in do and how much they can

spend, we must look to other sources of help.

The following suggestions therefore, are basedton my
to a great extent, on programs With thith I ao'fdmiliato

familiar with social work in rural, areas; myeuggettiOhs

on such agencies. ,
4'0

own experiences and
-Sinee I =most
are ketudedvainly

1. We'Should remind ourselves and the commUnicy'that ultimate responii4ility

kor,solving coMMunity social problems lied with the Whole community; -not just

the social worker and agency. Aftet,a1r, social Wetketd ire" limitedain

numbers and their capacity _to effect change. 'With this in. mind, we -must'

Advise Ways of informing citizens of lotarprObSinehhewhat1.8--being.done

about them. Many of us voice acceptance orthis."*IndiOle,'biitthere is s-a

test for whether the agency really Mears Ifagenties-ateWilliftrto bet

asidetime, even under pressure, to infOt6"theteimUniiKOf Idea/ problems,

And in reporting on the progress in:dealing Withrthed; theh they' pads the

test If a worker or an agency "do"eantt halm dothib4 then the

Agencyvhas accepted the popular assumption that ultimate responsibility rests

with the worker.

2. We must work on the assumption that we are not alone in our concerns.

It is .an it seeks to me, to feel)that,social'WOrket6 are isolated

in their. commitment to help people.in trouble. Thig is'a tempting conclusion,

'especially easy to come by if we have narrow comtuhtty contacts. The growing'
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ranks of volunteers belie this, however, and for years effective workers have

enlisted local leaders to make suggestions and to give leadership. The

utilization of volunteer's an4 advisory groups is imperative if a worker
ia.to recruit enough help to deawith local problems.

must be sensitive to local concerns and local etiquette in .devising

action, projects. Terms like "social action" can befrightening'in.some
commun ties., Our perspective on what needs doing may not coincide-with that

concerned, sensitive, locr leaders. Often a oomprOMise is xossible,or

the organization developed to 6 one thing can later do somethinielse.

Involving, citizens as volunteers and advisors helps to alert them to local

deficiencies in a way which allows them to wove toward our concerns, And
.permits them to voice the problem themselves.

4. Service clubs are often. the way'in which things get done in American..

communities. These organizations tend to prefer short-term, visible projects.

Social workers have frequently been too. busy to join or work with such groupsup

but those agendies which have worked with them have benefited thrOugh mutual

support and understanding. Rural social workers must; I Oolieve,'work

closely with service clubs and learn to break down'needed tasks into components,

that _such organizations can deal with.

5. We may have to look to the agriculture extension model of operating,

wherein the agent operates as,a middleman between the centers of knowledge

(stidh as universities) and ,those requiring service (agricultural groups).
The rural social worker should come to have a broad knowledge of-community-

problems. -If he is successful in his community relations effort, he-will

be contacted for suggestions. No one can be a specialist in all things.

',Coal resources should be contacted tiswell'as colleges and universities,
,where faculty who can be helpful,may be found.

6. A spedial interest group:is one which works hardest on its own programs

and knows its problems best. Despite A negative feeling in rural areas
gainst clients rights groups, I feel strongly that they must be encouraged.

I do have questions concerning die abil#y and willingness of local in-

dividuals to organize. We need to know more, about how to help such groups

as the aging, families of youth wit; have problemt, and those of low income.

7. We should learn to take advantage of local systems of communication and'

self-help that may still exist in rural areas, instead of viewing them as

negatives. Before social workers arrived on-the scene, lbcal individuils
frequently knew about tNe.problemb and hadattemptg to help people in trouble.

In the past, family members or neighbors dealt with such problems' alone.

Social,wOrkers in rural areas should learn to encourage existing support
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systems
Of
instead 9f ghting them. One approach is 'outlined' in The Day Care

fl

Neighbor Service': A ndbook for tt Organization and Operation of a New

Approach to Family Day Care:" "Oide Natural Helpers: Wheir Characteristics
and Patterns of Helping" in Public Welfare, Fall 19711u desbribes another.

, ,

, . .
.

We have seen thale social' bervices in rural areas,Have usually developed

exclusively as an aspect of public welfare. This condition still exists in
_., .

.( many instances, so. that social services and public welfare are often viewed

' in the same way. I have pointed out why rural leaders and citizens may have

negative feelings about any'program which requires more money for social
services and why they are noelikelyto change qu if at all.

.

In view of this resistance, to change, I belieVe hat social waiters in

rural areasneed to reemphasizethe responsibility of communities to deal
with theiro)wn problems. Such an emphasisinvolves informing the community:

of problems related programs, recruiting volunteers starting where

the community is, iinvolvin service clubs whenever possible, helpihg the

community find and use out ide consultation, Ocouraging development of client
special interest group's, a d learning,to use the local, existing sysiem,

of commnication and self -help. .

IA*
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THE FHILOSOFEIX AND INTENT OF

TN. RURAL SOCIAL SERVICES EDUCATION *GRAS

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE AT MARTIN

Qr. Stanley B. Williams

The Rural Social Services Education program grew out of the needfor
stronger emphasis on social services in the rural areas of Northwest ennesee.

The-Uhiversity,of Tennessee at Martin, through its_Sociology and Amthr ology
$ Department of the School of Liberal'Arts, is undertaking to fill this ed

through educational.means and through the new major of undergraduate education
in social welfare. It also provides special educational opportunities for
the"people presently employed in social service agencies.

The undergraduate social welfare sequence emphasizing rural social
services is designed to prepare prospective social workers to provide assist-
ance to those Persons residing in rural areas. Helping people to help them-
saps is the concern of social work. %

"The Rural Social Services program goals are (1) to upgrade the quality
of social services of the rural people of tkrthwest Tennessee; (2) to provide
a source of well quilifled undergraduate social workers to staff the social.
services agencies; (3),to Involve the total community in developing a program
of social work education; (4) to inform the community of the-existing social
serviced, so a better degree of coordination of services now provided will
occur;,(5) to prepare the students for graduate work in a professional school /

of social work and (6) to prepare the student for ant=enlightened participation
'as a citizen tecommunity social welfare activities.

.
.

To reach these goals effectively,' the University is soliciting the advise
andcOunsel of the community Advisory Board composed of 6presentatiVes from
the nine Counties that make up the Northwest Tennessee area. 'Qs Board's
princj.ple responsibilities are (1) to advise the Department on Me soc4i1
semeces needs of rural people and to help initiate the program into the rural
Communities; CO atio_admXse the Department on improvement of content of the
undergraduate Rura l Social Services program; (3) to serve as a contact between
the Rural_Soctal Services program staff and the-communities in which the members
live; (4) to inform the public bf the Rural Social Services program;j5) to

_advise on potential job assignments for graduates of the Rural Social.Services ft

.program; and (6) to evaluate'the Rural Social Services program. from time to
ti.dland t ...., end steps to upgrade it.. -

,

4.
. rec n years, the population of the United States has become increasingly

urba zed.. is has resulted in an increased educational emphais on urban
pro ems; i.e., slums, hOusini, jobs, and otheurban social services. This
si .tiotl has created a paucity of educational.Thvices for those who wish
-to render social services io'residents of rural America. :'

40.

Rural social services differ from those in urban areas b
problems dealt with vary in the following ways:'
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11.12114'. .
RURAL:

1. Problemd are concentrated in 1. Problems are dispersed over the

specific areas of the city, .

such asslums, ghettos, etc.

2. Proble4solving tends'to be
a matter of contacting avatla
able agencies (clinics, unem-
ploypent offices, family ser-
vice centers, etc.) which deal
with specific problems. .

3. There exists an availability
of low cost public transpor-
tation to aid individuals in
contacting various social
service agencies.

<ct.

4.. A higher percentage of the'
population is literate.!:

5. Greater availability of
.,jobs for all skill levels.

6. Availability of youth-
oriented services such as

C.A. , Y.K. C.A. , .Boys "

Clubs, Juvenile Court, etc.
4

7. ,Availability of job-training
programs, recreational and
cultural opportunities, coun-
seling and guidance centers,
menial health facilitieS, etc.

8. Pre sence of programiddealing,
specifically with minority

group problems.

9. Due to a presence of various
-specialized facilities, the

. Urban social worker can react

to problems as a specialist.

10. A gaeater integration and
coordination of the social

welfare services available.

the hinterland.

2. Problem solving tends to bea -
matter of creating solutions
inthe absence of such corrective
agencies.

3. There exists an absence of t ns-

portation for many rural residents;
thereby, their ability' to contact

-. various social service agencies

is limited.

4. Greater possibility of dealing

with illiterate olientt.

5. Decline Of wall farms, producing
a surplus of unskilled laborers.

6. Lack of availability'of youth-
orieted services..

7. A lack of these services and
ppportuaties in rural areas.

_ .

' 8. A noticeable absence,ptpuh'
programs.

1

9. As a resulti of the-non-avaiiibi44Y
of many of these derviOes, the
rural social worker trust. often .?

react to problems as a 84nere/iat.

10. Eithet a complete. absence or a

lesser degree of such integration
and coordination of these social

welfare services are available.
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INTLEMENT1NG A PROGRAM

In implementing an educational program that is emphasizing a rural social
service perspective, the Department of.Sociology is meeting the challenges set
frth by'the Undergraduate Social Welfare Man ower Project of the Southern
Rtgional Educational Board by assimilating i to the Rural Social Services f

idprogram the compilation. of material assembl by an SREB Rural Task Force.
The department it(re-evaluating and(revisingpall social welfare content courses
to include in ihe social welfare sequence a continuity that will reflect the
assumptions, objectives, knowledges, skill's, values, and roles as delinated
by the Rural Task Force. ...

,,

A full-time rural sociologist is beixg utilized in the program. He -

teaches courses in rural sociology and is a member, of a teaching team composed
of a professional social wait educator and area agency supervisdr. The rural

socioltgist will also assist in relating rural tociology,principles to all
social welfare content courses.

Other,A4etives of the Rural Social Services programare:

1. To operate a demographic laboratory and develop a demographic
research capacityWithin the program of the Department of
Sociology which enhances the ability not only of rural social,
welfare students,!but the ability of,political and social'systems -

withiAlthis rural area to identify oldie and social neer' and
prior ties._

.

2. To further expand the capacity of the, Department. of Sociology to
incorporate human gervice placement and practicum opportunities for
field experience into health and. education. This includes promoting

and implementing social services in the administrative structure
of health and education institutions within the geographical region
of.rural Northwest Tennessee.

3. To promote and 'to encourage a desire on the part of rural public
school Officials to adapt school social services as an'integral
part of the school system. It is believed that if thiacan be
accomplished, it would help to reduce the high dropPout rate of
pupils from the school system, and, therefore, would help relieve
the burden on other social service agencies. It would also provide

field placement settings for Rural Social Services students and
create job opportunities for students after completipg the backelor
of science degree. The drop-out rateeis now 10 percent; if this
percentage could be reduced through school social services,phere also

. would be additionalobs for the professional school teachers.

4. To integrate the discipline of rural sociology more thoroughl)kinto
the social welfare curriculum. This social welfare program broadly
referred to as a rural\social services program has improvement of
social conditions in rural areas as its major goal. Four major

factors help to create a tremendous need for improved services in
Northwest Tennessee: poverty, migratibn patterns, inadequate serviceis,

and population structure and composition. .The members of the
Department of Sociology feel that knowledge of rural institutions
and people and how they relate twithe above factors is a basic /thread
that should be woven into the social welfare curriculum. An experienced
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.
rural sociologist on the teaching staff wi/1 enhance this part of

°- the curriculum.
..

5. TO cultivate and establish field placement settings in'low income
rural communities. This will be accomplished )y the efforts of'a

black social wog< educator. She will teach social welt re cotent
courses and.worgrwith both. black and whife,studenps as .Their sniper -'

visor in these settings. She along-with the rural sociologist and
'other members of the teaching stafrwill conduct joint seminars to, .r

, help students integrate a broader knowledge of rural so5ial services.

4!

) 6. To encourage more ow income black students to become tavolved in

the rural social services program. This will be accomplished by

tt

making more knowledge available to these potential students about
the'academic program as well as financiarassistance through high
.school counselors and through those assigned to!Td placement
settings in these income rural areas. ,

.4'

7. To establish a block placene ogram more rural areas in ' .

conjunction with medical solinervice, psychiatric social services,

and school social services. This block placement program should be

ready for implementatiOn by June, 1973.

p. To4ohcoaran a greater degree of 'continuity between the two -year

program ahe fouryea programs.in the State of Tennessee. ..

Also, to encourage more continuity between'the baccalaureate Programs
and the graduate programs in the State.

4

To Oromote ana\encourage a greater degree of4tooperation between the

Rural Social Services program at The University4of Tennessee at Martin
and other schools of higher learning in the-State of Tenne6bee
adjoining states where a social welfare program exiets. 'There are many
possibilities of joint participation that would enrich the quality of "

all schools involved.

o
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RURAL. SOCIAL SERVICES NEEDS IN NORTHWEST TENNESSEE

Everette N`. Benders.

Rural Sociologist and.Assistant Professor

Whyjs emphasis so strongly placed-on rural social services in the

undergraduate Rural Social_Serviemprogram offered by the Department of

So4ology and*thropology at the University of Tennessee_ at Martin? To

answer this question, enlightenment on the. social sitrzide situations and

conditions in rural areas will be attempted. These situations and con-

ditiods will include such items as the'lag in s5cal services' in Northwest

,Tenndssee the communication oksocial service needs to the Tura disadvantaged,

,aaathequalities and requirements of an ideal worker in a rural social

service program. In the outset, referent is made to-ajlaperi-"The

Philosophy anfziletent of the University oflidnessee at MartintsYRital

Social Seflice Education Program" (Williams, 1972). 'Thepaper,setslOut.

the purpose and objectives of the Rural -Social Services program; functions

of the Rural Social Services Community Advisory Board; some-differences

in rural social services as compared to &cm' of urban areas and meane of

'implementing the program. .
, p.

Conditions in Rural Areas and the Social Service,Situation,

Bylooking,at dimensions that make an ideal communit*,40,9ad determine"

to some degree the quality of living and existineierurarareati,aS.CoMpared

to that of urban areas. We refer to a community, in terms ofetodobib,:secial

.and functional concepts. A rural community thought of in AtiS wavy *tiptifients, ,..

a.good place to live if there are sufficient etiplb*ment OppOttenities,:'adeqtate

education, health,igovernment, consumer, cultural, religious, housing add

recreational services. The existence of a sense of cOMMUnitris senfie740-

mutual trust,,,and involAment in cooperative ventures and actiOifietia=ia,.

also an important dimension of a quality place to live.While,.mady urban

,communities do not have all the above dimensions,- studies document that,.

far less rural communities have access to. them. -In Ater case, the-maid

prOblems-those dealing with variations in the quality Of-living...4re the

same but the degree of problems are different. Some data quotedat*a recent

National Academy
--..

onal Aof Science Workshop bear out this fact:
...

,

. ..

Thirty percent of the population of the U.S. rives in rural areas,-

yet 40 percent of the poor (those with low incomes; poor healtht

educat4.ot, religious, and,recreational 'services; ad poor employment
opp rtuaities) lives in-rural areas. Yet from a Malth standpoint,

ocrl *11 percent of the nurses, -14 percent of the pharmacists, 8 per-

cent of the pediatricians, and 3percent.of the psychiatrists -live-

in the rural areas, The physician rationtsurbanirural; is 13 to.1

:(National Academy pf SCience, 1971).

,
'The firstof iwo fErcts presented regarding welfare was that rural: areas

have lower welfare.payments and fewer social services than urban areas. The

second fact is that the "more rural" sectiono of those area7 have even lower.

Welfare pa*ments and eyed feMer social services.

Further, much of the rural education, rural chUrches4 rural housing, trans -

portation and government services are considered Sub-standard.
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In support of the lhove, Rogers and Burdge (1972:376-431) have this

to say: s
''- -,

.

(
, . .

Where are about, thirty-three milliori poor people in the MS. oh which

13 ,million are rural poor represe4ing 30 percent of the farm pop-

/ ., ulation and 24 percent' of the rural non-farm population ''There are

, about _twenty milluoa urban poor, representing 13 percent of the

urban population.

/ .1:- 9

Rural poor Live everywhere, but certain regions of the United States stand

'Out, many of which are. found in the AppaiSc4ian and Ozark Mountains and' par

of-the-South-J-11de includes Northwest Tennessee..___Many_of_th rural poor a

Black, Mexitan-American, American Indian, and White. Some situatiogs'creating

-rural social problems were reflected in the 1970 Census which showed about -5

percent oall U.S. sub-standard housing is located in rural-areas; at the

same time, the average rate of unemployment was 5 percent whereas for,pn- .

skilled laborers it was 9ercent. One medical doctor was available to every 2,000 t

3,000 persons. Other statistics on rural health conditions were given

earlier.
1:7-1(

.

The rural old people share in and add'tb the problems of rural areas.

These people who are 65 years of age or older comprise_10 peicent

population now. The PopAlation,as a whole Increased by 13 percent between 1960

and 1970 while the number of persons'over65 Increased by 30 percent. This

Age group,makes up 14 percent of the pcipuiatitha in",.Northwest Tennessee. In

- seneral this age group is identified as being poorly fed,alethed, hodsedi and ,

illness is common,in many caseae, ManicodMand'little respect even from their

Own sonsand daughters. Rural areas tend to haVd'an older -population than", #-

urban areas.

The above facts partially, reflect a great lag in nSocial-seryides

V.

4- ,-

pmciam4t Tennessee, as well 4113 in the nation. This 14 the real basis tOf the -

°111171 Social SerVices imogramat UTH.
c.

4

..* :

1.
0

.'
.4'..
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Lag in Rural' Social Services in Northwest . .

0#._ . 4 ..
-,Y.

In general, the same conditions as deiCribekabove exist throughout

Northwest Tennessee, an afea considered all rural or non-m9tiOpotitan.- 'As

indicated earliei,circumstances dictate,a greater tio.0 for services in Tigre"'

areasthan in urban areas. The three major fattOis that help.crea'Osalspowerful' .
. ,

need for improved services in rural America'are'poverty; inadequi.ate services,
v 0 ,.

. ,
and difference in population structure.-' 0 .2 .1

. 9
t 4.

.

r,

spite the fact that non-metropolitan individuals are essentially the",,--zr', ..

same as their metropolitan' counterparts, the non-Isetropolitan'population as .a . '.

.
whole.differp in several important aspects: the are older, more,frequently . :

widowed, more often i9opoverty, less welt-educatekl and' have more children. .0. '<

f.' 4
I , .: ' , 4, ..-' .

9
. .. 7--

(cording. to George L., Wilbur
.

ot the University of ISentuckyl..nearly.One#

of fi non-metropblitan people are pbor'compared with one in ten among metros-.

poli residents, despite ,tie fact that the,numbers of poor were.abodt the '

same n each area (Department,Of Agriculture, 1971%146A158).' Services of all, -

, kin are less available to both poor a non-poor in rural areas.than in '

met opolitan areas... AmongcserirIcee ss available in rural 'areas, some di-which' .

.
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have been listed earlier, are medical, clinical, family planning, library,
legal aid, welfare counseling, 'and many others. These discrepancies are
paralleled by extreme shortages in facilities and personnel for -providing
services. Further causes for discrepancies in rural areas. stem from-the
fact that barriers have impeded' the,proceis for. providing the same services
for people in densely settled areas as in urban areas. A sort of inertia .

has set in which still makes it difficult to extend many services to `rural
areas--costs per person, sheer logistics, preference of professional pet-
sonne Also, those rural residents most deprivePeconomically, lack the 7
resources to effectively demand what they need. . . ,. ,

4 i .
,

-
, .

Very little attention has been given to much needed recreational .
facilities in rural areas. Northwest, Tennabsee sentiment is strong for .

opportunities to increase skills and knowledge.. An extended education and ,,

,training program is an important parallel to tin elaborate recreational systi.
. ,

, - " I, :.. ,

The need,becomes more urgen as expansion of non-Iork time foroider
citizens brings greater' demand for service's. Innovatiie services to replace
the 'told folks?home".!-health, housing, financial, psychological and social
needs--are clearly needed. The older persons strongly need counseling

'programs that help prepare in advance years, of non-work, social justice,, and
legal aid. .

.r. ,

6 To cope with 'the social lag in rural areas,. two basic strategies are
t /'suggehtedi .

.

1. A. catch-up strategy so all basic services in rural areas can be
brought up to date with metropolitan areas. .

2. A go -ahead tactic -in which 'changing conditionstattddemanas for new
. services must -be anticipated and policy and programs activated to.

r,`$-.' . meet the needs for new- as-well-as-expanded services, --

Difficulties in providing needed services to rural areas can be remedied
. ,

. . - greatly when there is greater consensus by the citizenry on the nature- of the
problems and ways tomeet the need for -services.

A factor that has held back progreas sif docial:servicesiin rural areas as
.
much as,any one thing, is lark of undetstanding 62 the ,need and availability\

7, t of services. :Proper communication between the ources of services and, tie

./* receiver in the rural areas "is lackinngg. Although all factors related to
/ social problems in rural, areas Will'' t be .considered, some attention. is

Ny . . being given to communications. at this time. .,
. . . . ,

. eating Social Services Needs to the Rural Disadvantaged
_.

1

Poor people in, rural areas have different valued from thecnajority of .
e , I, .

. ,
-U.S. societies, this is mainly because they have low incomes and are socially

. ,deprived and partly because they know little but pover't'y. `in this situation,
they form a subculture-of their own. This subculture in the U0S. shares the

. Values of inaiihdnals, traditionalism, famdlistic orientation, fatalism and
- eufphasis on person-centered relationships. Because of these values and other

factors, communb6atingwith the disadvantaged id difficult and complicated.

Recognizing pat there is a growing communications gap between the advent-
aged and the disadvantaged in the nation, the National Academy of Science held

. .

r
_, . a .

:
. ,
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a workshop on Communications for Change with Rural disadvantaged (1972). Some

facts stesethig,from this workshop-will help to better understand the art of

communicating with the rural 'poor.

In a general summary/ it was pointed out that communicatians for change

with rural'disadvantaged is complex. One must know what it is that he wishes

to communicate which requires knowledge of the needs Of the disadvantaged

and the changes that are to be sought. One Must formulate messages in a way .

that can be understood and accepted by the audience which requires a knowledge

of.the subculture, language, information level, and.prejudices of the dis-

advantaged. Since change requires goals, questions related to goal formation

were aPpropriate6 Who should beinvolVed in goal formation? Who can set .

goals for another? Can an agency or indiVidual be set up with legislatively

designed goals that will correspond-to.those actually held by the disadvantaged?

Are the disadvantaged receptive to help in analyaing and formulating new goals

for themselves? How well have the goals of advadtaged members of the society -

been-formulated, and if fOrmulited, are they compatable with goal formation

and goal attainment of the disadvantaged?

In dismigging goals and in consideration of the questions, some pertinent

facts emerged: ,

1. There id need to identify means bi which variousmedia and
communication techniques can be employed to expand and improve the

life style of the poor and disadvantag0 and improve the mutual

4riderstanding between the poor and the'nOh-poor.

2. To understand.and work with goal formation is more important than

merely listing goals and devisirpg programs to reach them.
,

a. A major obstacle in-communicating.with the rural disadvantaged resides,

with those who wish toe communicate. When trying to communicate with

the disadvantaged, we need first to examine Our own perspective and

eliminate paternalism. Every man has his own integrity and dignity ,

and it is that to which we must relate.

4. People should be thought of as "other advantaged" rather than

disadvantaged; Their strong points( should be recognized. Honesty

in our relations should be,emphabiied. Effective communications re-

quires the deliberate building.ofa.new trust. Variants,in,cultural

background require recognition: , 1

5., Before attempting to communicate with the "other advantaged," we

must communicate with ourselves and with our peers society, to

better understand our own motives, biases, suppositions and goals;

6. Five common faulti in methods of communicating were listed:

a. ihe people to be served by a program are seldom involved in
planning it--or'even in determining its needs.

b. Too often projects are merely demonstrations. There is lack

of continuity and follow-through, which lends to an air of

insecurity.
6. White racism is the root cuase of most problems of the poor.

d. Schools must be made more responsive to the needsof.the children

in the community. Children must,be given' real opportunity and

72
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encouragement to get the best eduCation and must not be shunted

into vocational or other noircollege "trackr becapse of race' (

Or home background. 6
e. Hany,more teachers from minority groups must be recruited as

models of successful pxofessiona/ achievement.

Dynamic communication, which involves A true meeting"of the minds,

require each party to respect the other as heAs, even though the ,,

purpose of the communication is to encourage the other person to Change,

in some fundamental way,
A.

/, Po
RIP

8. Difficulties and breakdowns in communication must be sought as zealously

as we sedk'evidence of progress and success."nifferenCss in characteristic

'between the sender and receiver must be recognized: The tasks of the

sender and receiver are reciprocal if true communications are to take

place.

°9. Communication in'organizmtions usually begins at the, top and filters

down, with dimeni4ging effectiveness to the disadvantaged. Better

licorrelation between programs and felt needs can develop by beginning

at the bottom.

9

. ,

10. In generili mass media, especially information and education, do not.

reach the disadvantaged. Thq'key.to better communications li s.in '.

better use of face-to-face interaction, often involving paraprOlessionals

from the local level. Involvement of the disadvantaged themselves is '

essential if goal formation and planiffor'action are essentiael.

i , A .

In summary, there will not be much change for the rural disadvantaged

until someone talks to, them,gets leeduiback:frimit them and uses enough

redundancy to insure that problems will hecome.tleoir to both sides.

, -

--,

v. Ifthe concerned wept change for the yural poor through communication;
"the-following is redo-to-Mended:

)

..,/.. Take them as they are. -

2. Respect them: s they are.
, ,,

4 ----

3. Do not expect that there will be immediate understanding, expect

"noise". . ,

4. Listen to what they say carefully And with compassion;' make use

of the feed-back.

5. Have the message repeited for better understanding, {ise re-

dundancy.

':}



Although much hore could be said about communication and tie rural

disadvantaged,,enough has been given to reflect the important role that

'piOper communication plays in meeting rural social services needs.

Considering the situation and conditions regarding nced for rural

social services, in rural areas in the nation and those especially in

Northwest Tennessee, a special professional worker is needed. It is the

desire of The University of Tennessee at Martin to produce such a worker

through its undergraduate Rural Socia Services program.

(
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Ginsberg, Leon R.
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'ftELD EXPERIENCE IN RURAL AREAS

Nellie N. Reid
a

Although this paper will be concerned chiefly with rural areas, there
are certain factorSin undergraduate field experienfe that.are common to hoth

rural and urban areas. Dr. MatsA, in her document on field experience,-de-

finedit as seeking to help the students:
vi

1. gain firsthand knowledge and greater understanding of the network
of social welfare services in the community in terms of their
operition, their contribution to maintenance and enhancement of
social functioning, and the community forcesAraSh affect their
Organization, and operation

. 4.
.

2. gain an appreciation of the impact upon individuals, families, and,
communities of such problems as delinquency, poor housing, family
breakdown, and mental illness

'r 1 t
e

,

3. integrate and apply knowledge, theory, and understanding derived
from foundation courses and the content areas included in the social
welfare concentration

4. develop some of the.techniques and skills common to practice in the

social welfare field, such ,fis- observation, data collection and
organization, interviewing, reporting and evaluating impressions

'(both inyritten and oral form), and carrying responsibility for
maintaining time-and depth-limited relationships with agency per-

, tonna and'clientele

5. #bebome aware of and,analyse his own value orientations and his
*feelings about peopie'and the. problems. which they bring to social .

"agencies.

Col).eges anduniversi.ties in rural and urban areas have been Seeking
field 'experiences that will gain these -ebtla, In &survey2 of undergraduate.
programs, Sherman Merle:repbrttod that of the 232 programs on:which hehad data,

188 institutiond (81 percent)made field experience available. Furthermore,

/
.

IMatsoniOargaieta Undergaduie Programs in Social Welfare. (*Wilda on

Social Work Education, 1967.)

2Merle, Sherman, Survey of Undergraddate Programs in Social Welfare.
(Council on Social Work. Education, 1967.)

a
This paper is reprinted from'and baqed on a loresentatio*nade:by Professor

Reid, who was on the faculty of the School of Social Work, Western Michigan

at the time. '

)
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when he examined'the kinds of activities and responsibilities usually carried

by undergraduate students,in their field experience, he found thp largest

group reporting that students had responsibility for service activities with

clients or groups, and the second largest group had students placed in
direct contact with clients, but without responsibility for service activities.

1

For those of us whose university or college is,located jn a rural area,

it is necessary to have some understanding of the social welfare

structure. Social services are organized in rural America. quite differently
from the ideal social-velfare model - -there are few agencies and Sven fewer
professional social workers, although the problems are there. There is'rarely,

by strict definftion, a social welfare community in whiCh students can observe

the interlocking Character of social agencies. It becomes necessary then for

the rural social wprker to know how to Create and use social services that

are not, kithe7traditional sense, a part of the social agency struoutE;

Dr.
o
Leon Gifibbtg, in a paper on "Education for Social Work in Rural Settings,"

presented at the annual program meeting of the Council on social Work Education

in January, 1969; spoke of the deed for rural social workers to know how to,
411

identify the hidden structure of social service, to have tolerance, to assess

its strength, and to hel Improve it rattler than disregard it because it.s

non-professional. Asoi r aspect of the rural social welfare structure is 3

_ its relationship to po er of institutions -in small communities. Murray Ross

has written about communities in'which the Rotary Club is ,as powerful as the

local government. .

)
. ,. 4',. . . . .

These are only a few.examples of the, rural social welfare structure that

may be significant. Perhaisone that should be emphasized is the necessity
foriEhe social work eduCator to be sensitive to the spacial.problems and.
Characteristics of minority groups. Some of the faCulty who attended workshops

at the annual meeting of the Council on "Social Work Education, January, 1969,

f stated that they were involved in programs which offer social welfare content,

but were finding, it difficult to initiate field experience because local

agencies would not accept their students. Tfiey wondered how they might break

through a barrier such as one that black students might encounter, in dealing

with agencies controlled by whites.. Some made suggestions for ways to break

into the existing power structure, while others proposed that new sources be

sought in areas previously not considered appropriate for'placement. This

two- pronged approach might be called "persistence and.pragmatism.."

7"
3Ross, Murray, Case Histories in Community Organization. (New York:

Harper and Row, 1958.) °

°
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It-is-my Understanding that the purpose of s part of our workshop

is to explore types of field experience pro in rural areas that could

be applied to our own college or university. Each university has its own

structure that en some extent defines the use of field experience. All we

can dohere is to think of various kinds of field experience and hope that

some--surely not all--may apply to our own unique settings.

Field,experience plAcements may be divided into traditional and non-
traditional. By ttaditional, I mean the pl4tement of students where their

'1' learning experience will be directly under.social agency supervision. By °

non-traditional, I am referring to field experience settings outside the usual

social agency structure. If we go along with my thinking that we will have

fewer traditional agencies in rural areas, we will need to spend more time

looking at the second area.

Under the traditional category, we can plan on having a county welfare
department, end,there may also be an American Red Cross chapter, a health

department, ,,,e'ounty extension service, and some kind of a community action

program. In the, non-taedgional area we cannorhe as explicit. We may have

special problems that are Peculiar to the area, or at least of greater depth

than in other localities. For example, my school is situated in as area

immedfately adjoining a fruit belt that employs one of' the largest groups of

migrant workers (mostly Mexican-American) in the country. Certain religious

groups,,_university research, teams, and the State Department of Education have

worked in one way or another with this group. It'la now possible for us to

place our undergraduate students for a block summer field experience under the

supervision of the school social worker. The stuctents work in the family

camps located on the fars*,with the,.families as a hole -- mostly at night

since theywork exceptonrainy days--and in the centers organized for childre

Last summer we picked up the children along the road and took them to the cent

They ranted from three days old to 12 years old.

About 2,000 migran orkers have.now,settled i
become permanent residents./ Their problems of adj
life, their language difficulties, their health and
such that we are planning with the State Department
locate these familiei; and, find out more about them.

We also have about 30 miles south of us a group o Potowatammi Indians

who arepermanent residents of the community, but who ire socially isolated

from the mainstream of commudity life. Some of this isolation, we are sure,

17 is by choice, but some is by community design. Thii is another example of

cal situations which can be used for summer block field experience. I would

hasize here that the use of faculty planning time and supervision vitally

ecessary to the success of such a program.

It is possible that in our communities you might explore what is being

done by church, civic and er organizations for suchgroups as the education-

. ally and culturally disad4antaged, the aged, the ill, the physically and

emotionally 'handicapped, minority groups,'or those living in poverty. The

President's National Advisory Commission on aural Poverty, in a publication

entitled The People Left Behind, estimated-that 40 percent of,the poor live

in rural America. We are so aware of our city ghettos that we forget the

rural poor. Much of this poverty may,pot be evident tdJoany persons in the

community. But if you have local groups Who have shown interest or who 'have

Michigan and plan to
tment to a less mobile
ducation problems are
f Education to begin to

I
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started.dervice programs, it is po ?sible that students could lend help and

support by working with them.

A seminar on campus or in the field once a week; carefully planned as a

learning process by faculty members, can help students integrate their exr

periences in the field with social work theory. The student might also be

helped-to-see,that a way of helping the disadvantaged in rural areas is to

assist them in articulating their positions and ultimately ip assuming pat*.

Cipants roles in the decision-milking activities of their communities.

These examples are only brief descriptions of what is being done, and.'

what can be done. Each of us will need to explore whit pi unique in our

setting and seek innovative mews for field experiences.
-

I
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turiiculum Content

0.

. -The Task Force clbarly recognized the need for special input to

ftepareindividuals'for practice in rural settings. Many of them

attempted to include suCThiLeputs in all courses and field'inSturction;
when this is done, it is often difficult to identify,the special inputs.

In order to'provide our readers some examples cf,curriculdE and j
,..,

,instruction on-rural content,'we areAncluding two course'SyliabisyhiCh
illustrate curriculum content and-instrUctiohal methodolggy. As ----N

4\ f------
suggested in the curriculum guidelines of the Counc4,l on Social Work
Education,'the way in which content is included: integrated throughout, ____J

separate couttses, etc., is'bent determined by each !program.

so.
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APPALACHIAN STUD /ES PROGRAM,
GENERAL PHILOSOPHY, SYLLABUS AND READING LISTS

Helen Matthews Lewis, Ph. D.
Wise, Virginia

General .Philosophy:

-',.An'Appalachian7Studies Program seems most appropr5.ate for a school

located in the southern Appalachians to provide knowledgerand under-
standing Of the poverty, resources, and theesocial and political factors

behind Appalachia's problems.

The prograircluding the education' process as welVali the content
of the curricula should be related to tHe=nee of the a . There are

deep and_setious problems in Appalachia du o outside rship of

resources and a century of exploitation of the area's reso rces (land

and-people). This exploitation -hae_left he area and itspeople poor.and

powerless, and social institutions, incl ing_the schools, have tended to

preserve the status quo or ignore the si uation. A school of social work

which would serve the needs of the area must not reinforce the-systen
which oppresses the area, but must educate for creative change.

.

''The general philosophy and approach of the Appalachian' Studies,
Rro am should be one which helps students develop at ,.knowledge, pride, and

appreciation off-the area, Much education in thepast has been missionary

is style. Educatory have defined the people in the region'as "Backward,"*.
-behind the mainstrema,.and have attempted, through education, to improve

thenatives, to motivate people to achievement; change values, break down

isolations and bring the area.into the mainstream: AnAppalachian Studies

Program should ,deal with the causes of Appalachian problems, and not the

consequences, and must be different from thq past. The education prodess

must provide a rue understanding of the story and exploitation of the

area and a c..mstment.to creative change. Education must be directed to

changing the stem by educating change agents and t e resources of the

colleges must be used constructively toattack real pro ems of the area.

. In order to carry -out this mission, cutricula would be designed to
provide students wrath knowledge, skills? and understanding to help solve,

problems. This will involve§oth technical skills and information to'

meet such needs as health.care,leggil-advo acy, community development,

-and tools to analyze the social and econo c situation.
0

Education should not be designed to "push" the student out of the area,

to convince them of inferiority and encourage them to avoid or ignore

problems, which has been the pattern in the past. Most of the area colleges

have vended to define the area-and students as inferior ,and'the sc)ools /

igtidt,vig
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have encouraged lack of involvement by providing irrevelant education
or only skills Anough to enter andedjuse to the system.

The students need to develop a sense of identity and sensitivity to

area problems, and a commitment to development and change in the area.

This does not mean isolation, however. Institutions should provide many :

good cross-oUltural experiences for students to enable tfiem to compare

Appalachian experiences-and values with other cuitureb, including urban.
America. The purpose, however, should be to understand& appreciate and
reaffirm the values of Appalachian culture, not change people to fit
national-norms or to- give up their own-culture.

College stxuctures shouldchange from authorit iantreaueratic structures

to democratic ones. The present form of colleges and universities reflects -

the corporate structure, which is not conducive to learning. It has .

bureaucratic hierarchical gradations of power and status,among overseers,
administrators, professors, students, secretaries,=and manual workers.
Administrative organizations need to be reorganized into more democratic
forms so that students can learn to act to control their dwn lives, make
important decisions, not to be controlled.

.

,Admissions must be more'open and programsinitiated to assist in dev-
elopment of local community leadership and to provide the kinds of skills

of communication, analysis, and techniques needed for people not only to

fill roles in existing structures, but provide them with the abililW to change
those structures and,to develop alternative structures to welfare, economic
development, health, and education:-

.

If one is to learn about the area, teaching methods need to be reevaluated.
Plopeni system0 are too restrictive and, limiting. Most learning'hattend
casually, comideAem friendships, love, watching.Ty, reading, encounters,
examples of peers, apprenticeships, initiation_ceremonies, and not frail °

submission to an obligatory-curriculum or a certified instructor.

lip area, itself; should become a leaining laboratory and students, ,

shoUkTsee the area as a leiming environment.
. _ . p,

- Learning experiences and learning exCha requiie diffee*t_kinde of
arrangements to help.students gain access to ucational resources which

may help him learn and develop necessary skil s. Thinks moat be made mo*
accessible such as libraries, museums, theate s, ',city ghettos, inoudtain4

hollows, coal mines, Computer centet$W-farias, tc. .Instead of removing
: things. from life by, making the -ueducational° s ch as the :textbook, ,mtlie-

/IREArogOope, the map, thingsfro0ifenmst be eenla educational wail.
'77--

.....,
. ..
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0 ,

. .
.

.
The general environment musebe mad.4...atcessible and-traditional teaching, , (.s.

.

h ,. instruments mutt be generally available for learning.
,

The concept of teachers must aleo%be enlarged. Skills should be taught
.

i

-bvmoddli, or people' who, know, who are Competent and,they4May be welfare

, -mothers, coal miners, or bankers. TOchers.of skills-need not be in the ,4

profession. Administrators and teachers should concentrate primarily on

providing access to resources: Edutatio .must eliminate the "bailAing". .-

concept of education in which the studen kb a depositora receptacle
. that receives, memorizes, repeats', and f es ands stores..

.

1

--

,Instead Of a "banking" typo of education,' education must be'a "problem..

0 solving" one, nbt a transferralpf information, but a dialog*in which

students and teachers are jointly responsible and critical oo.dnvestigators

together. Itlase4 itself on creativity add stimulates e reflection.

'and action upon reality. 'This is true liberal arts educat on which can
"liberate" Appalachians.

, .0 / ISYLIAB1JS'-i
.. , A ,

taktitmt IN APPALACHIAN PROBLEMS ,

,

The course'includes the study of the history ana,Culture of the ----.

Southern Appalachians and social and` economic problems'of the area. %
1

* The course utilizes spea films, field tri ps,. cliscussioris dealing - -,--1

with'the Appalachian herita : Ristory, language, religions, Crafts, music,

and-the economic and political changes which have citcurred in the area:- -.7:

Special problem areas such as hallth,,education, mini'safety,, welfare and
... 1

environmental problems will be discussed.
give

course is designed ds a ; '

_

general overview,of Appalachian studies to give 4appreciation of-the ,2
,-

richness of.tbe AppalaChian heritage and a fullerunderstanding of the-

,social and economic changes in the area. .The - analysis o

economic

ealtironmental,

Ile
sdcial, and economic problems should provide agreater,a lness of area. ,

problems An outline of topics covered during the usual s stet follows.

The Seminar remains flexible enough to inprpqrate 'current happenings In . t.

the area such as conferences, hearings. on legislatiOn, available speakers, .°

music Ostivals, or crises such as mining accidents floods 'or labor stkikes,: '
. ,

i

4.
'
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I, ORIENTATION TO APPALACHIAN. STUDIES -

1. History and Culture of Soulern.Appalachia

a. Delineation of ARegion
b, Early'eett1emedts and History of the Region
c. Indian Influence on Mountain Culture

. d. Disc-emery o coal and the impact of coal mining
on traditional mountain culture.

e. Special' characteristics of Central Appalachia

2. Physical. Environment of the Area
o

a. Geology and 'Geography of the Re
b.' Flora and Fauna
c,-.° Biology and Ecology of the Re on
d. 'Relation of physical enviro nt to social

0.

and °economical development
p.

3. Languageand arts in AppErlichia
..*

a. Language and the oral tradition
b. N.Folklore and literatUre
c. Ar00 anr1 Crafts -new developments

.41V4. Mountain. Music .._

a.`) Traditional English Ballads
b: Mountain, and Country music

. c. 'Protest Songs, Mang, Union, and Recent Songs
d. MUsip4.today in the Mountains -

in the area
. 4

5. Religion

a.
b.
c.
de.

,

History of- churches; Primitive Baptist, etc.,
"Coal Camp" Religion .
oWn.and County Church-es
Religion and bocial change in themountains

Economic Development in the 'Region

Boom and Bust in t IndustryCoal Industry
, b. "War on Poverty" and Federal and State Programs

coEilb Mine Health and Safety Act; 1969
d. "Energy Crisiste,TVA, and Strip'Mining

a.
o C,

0)
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PopUlation and Migration in the /Region

,ga. Early Giewth and Ecological Changes.
El 4

Population shifta within the'region
. c. Change'in Black and Foreign- boon p0Oulation

d. Mechanization' of mining and population loss

8. Communities and Family Life. ;°'

'

a. Comparitive communities°(ridges, hollers, valley?, camps)
b. History of oal communitiet:
c.' Foreign-bornlind Blacks in area coal camps .

d. The Miner and His Family Working With danger, health and-safety

e. Rural farniand town families-

9. The Bla'ck Appalachians

a. .History of the blacks in Appalachia
b. Employment, segregation ax migration

problems of blacks today-c. .Specia

Amstar:1
I

Health and Welfare PrOblems

4. Development. of Health and Welfare Progr
B. *".Appalacbiaa Regional Hospitals (piptoryjand
c, 1.MOW.A1 Health and Welfare
d. yorOgrams and

.

Nplfare Rights

.

11: Appalachian EdUCatiOn.

e. Social 8tcurity and Back lung
f. Alternatives to'cuxrent PrOtrams

.4 .

a. -History of Schools'in the region
. b. EducatinnalProbiens and Needs

a q.

12. Politics in the Region
ir°4

-a. History of Political development
b. The "Fightint 9th Districk" (Part 4olitic4)
c. Thelederal Government in Appa is

d. Regional,Government
e. Taxation and the Coal I

n the motintains'

cliange)

,

a-
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13. Social Movements in the Region Ots

of

a

, Early. Unionization and recent' reform movements
b., Appalachian volunteers And VISTA Programs
c. Black "Lung Movement
d. Anti:istripraining movements ;.
es Poop people's movements and 'Welfare Rights

'Community, Development Programs
, ,

a. ARC: Appalachia's But)eau of Indian Affairs.
b. Regiotiar Development Programs
c. Comrauidty Action programs
d. Pilot.and experimental health and, education
e. Alternatives for ,comMunities a
f. ,,PrOgnosis- forthe future. ' .

-
' REtsbINd'asT` , -

Here are eome bookefor use in this"couri)e\. Ihe.-Pe'oplelli Appalachia - , -

1,ssue bn Appalachian Studies has sciash. ex*eAlive readi.ng lists. Out o'f'9.1 *

.-.

Ois, good reading material on the issues and:projects casr be gleaned. . -

, ...V, ..*. , .: .... , .i

. , *Harlan Miners Speak, Theodore,Dreiser, Harrirt; NeW York, iii9,1932''' ' 1.
.

ight Comes to the. Cumbertands,, Harry)Ca4i11;.Litti-e,-'Brbwft & Col 1j62 ,*

..,
1 . * .04.

An Appalachian Reader,,..RicHard Drake, ietea, College, Ber9a, Kentucky; /97,,o . .,'

*Hard. Hitting Songs for Hard-Hitle le,- Lomax, Gutkrie, Seeger, Oak iublishing

Company, New York, *r 1967
,

-

K.

I

-a 4 0 /. , e

The qoutherti Highlanders, Horace Itephirt, Maolifilanl 1963/
.

Southern Highlander and'His'Home afl, John C. Caapbell, Unit of Kentucky,

2.. '-.X,exiigRili, Kentucky,,41421 '
-1:- .

, _Labor,and Coal, .Ann Rochester, Net; Iffk Int.ernatiohal Piplishera, 19,31 ,

t .'at \
41 *The Autobiography of Mother Joneetr, Man./ P. partonl, Charles H. Kerr & Co.,. ,,

1
. a .

. chicago,,. linnets , ,...X92:,, .,. 4 t
,

. . . A

e , *Available %from the Council. of the Southern.Mouneails,-Inc.; C.r.o.:" 2307;
- , -Dered,.KentuckY 46403 , ("

. .
%.. - A -1.% ,.., . '

c.
i
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Death in the DEirk,-, James Taylbr Adams', Ailains-Millins Press, 1941
.

. S ..-, ,

*Bloodletting in Appalachia, Howard B. Isee, Morgantown, West Virginia:

West 'Virginia- University Press, 1966.
r 7".

*A lachia's Problems -Peo le-Alternatives, an Intioductciry Social
Science Reader, Peop e s ppa search Collectiv&, Morgantown,

W. Virginia 1970

*8tru** le in 'the Coal Fie US; 'Fred Mooney,

*John is, Saul Alinsky
. .

,

t

0,

t

;-

%ft

07-

1

0.

4-

*Aval.lable from the Council of the Southern Mountains,

2367, Berea, Kentucky' 40403
5 .
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'A PROPOSED COURSE IN RURAL 'HUMAN S VICES

Mrs. Linda Stiles, Assistant,PrOfessor

..,
,University of Montevello, hontevallo, Ala.

1
,

, - I. SDURSE DESCRIPTION: ' l'

, ,

b.
.. - .

.

..

-:.,,
Emphasis on the delivery of bOman services in the rurat environment

r: focusing on resources and'skills needed by-the helping professionals to be

6., ,,

v
,.,amore effectiye in working with individuals; agencies and communities.
-,,-,0- - ,_ . - .

II. .1E4BOOKS:.

tt- t :41:.7'"7 4 .
. ' ,

.-.. nd Too. Publisher:VintAge,Books ,, 'Dunbar, Tpny. ,
/
/ e ---.:

-:*-,
' Caudill, Hai M. '''N t ommsi to The Cumberlands

Publisher::Little, Brown and COmpany
ci,-,-k--4 . '.

Lcie-I'l.C.114ework. :March, 1970 . 1

. , . i.
d

A, , .

: '
'!;... ,

4

110

r. ,

As there is no ;ea- I textbook it this areas. other articles 'wilirte.d,s4d1 c /4'
,

"
,' - ,r . : .3.

. , . .
.

Pi
.

ii 1 . COURSE, RATIONALLY ,..

f'% ' C--:
.

.t,

,/ .
. - - ,.

..- a

%.,..cht.rurd, social rker Rust frequently serve as aneduoator,cod,
, eultant,.and guide. 'Re moat have expertise in c8mtunitY organization

and social policy developmint. HeJ musi.06o learn'to work witilft the norms

4or-the rural community without c 'regisittg basic sociaLworklgoals.
,:,-

- .. . -
- It_is conclpded that.sobial:Workeia in_tural.4reas need special

for brief, tnfreqUent relationships with:both cliSipts dud lay leadership
-.1 because theA work is/Often-4one on a r'sgional basiss4Vpically, the rural_

- i

,- ,, social worker gust be in poseedsio4 of speclal.skills in

1 ,,,. ..! since the typical rural social worker functioni4 an exec tive or staff
. .

n*7 . magier oo£ a one rot ,two-i)erson agency., r t

1 . 1.
.

. ;, .' II?'"
.4

. a ,
I.,

' .
. -,. -; .

* "Education for Social Work in Rural settingsV"Leon Ginsberg, Division of
.J.

Soda 1 Work, Westavirgiinia-uniVersity, Session 32-1969. Council. ifn Social,

Igor Education, develand, Ohio,: ABSTRACTS OF P ,-,-

,-

r

if

0
..

.
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IV. COURSE OBJECTIVES

4
91 l

; .

.6

,- In view of the.above statement the faidwini. course olijcetives are:,.
To develop: 4

1) An understandingOf the developme and acoke of ,the social pathology
and its ffects on the petiole, c ture, sand social institutions of
rural Amarica.

2) Beginning skills in community analysis.

. Expansion of skills in tee effective m:stand deielopmene of self and
other formal and informal resources within the rural environment.'

4) Opportunities for anticipatory thinking and dtrect Aitervation of the
outcomes of various interventive behaviors and strategies for change
in terms of, the rural cultures

, .

. 5) An identification with and committment,toward' workfvg with this client
. population . %

7 .

1, '. ,* V. ASSIGNNENTS #
,..

.,
A I

\

?" .0%/14#5% Test
.i.... ..

. * ;. '15% Option:(: 1. In. Class report of: small towns, rural religions, rural education,
,;--- .7

'

- rural lth problems rural norms and values, rural migration,
s'brio mining and black lung, or any other relevant 'topic of
the student's choice after consultation with insturctor.,

. 2. Oral Book Repprt 4f: Now Let Us Praise `Famous Men, ThaDoll
Maker"; and The Foxfire. Book or other relevant books.

.15% Mid-477:37Test
I . 4

a-

30% TermPaper*
.

1 .
. .4..

25% Take Home Final . .

, , %.(-,

,,,

*A term paper a lyzing the county where the student lives (if major
Metropolis, an entifiable area should be used.or a joint project withta'l
student from it rai community) .. Terms of impOrtatice 'regarding "inform tion
that a' new social worker in that county would .need to Rnow. -these will Be v

considered confidential so real names, places and- agenc$es may be used.
Use all techniques gained from this,cdurse and others to gain 'accurate inforsati:

,.

A

4

t-



Area to be included should include the following:.

1.. Examination of the terrain and mspi for physical iers,liextent of

paved roads, sew lines, railroads, bridges, etc.

2. Examination o census data for: age,, race,. income, number of rooms,

ownership, indo plumbing, electricity, occupation, education levels,

etc. 0 .

Amma .-

3. The relevant history of the county including fueds, strikes, etc
-)

that still influence decision making.
,

4. Examination of newsmedia for patterns of the "good" LYS and the
"bad guys, formal organization, jobs, housing, politics, etc

5. Crime and punishmeni syatems, County or city facilities for .f,

apprehension,.detention,,trial, probation, etc. Whik happens to

jrtenilesi Crime rates? Are they elected, appoint td; civil'

service? What are the local biases? What ki legal reprebentationt

For whom? PP

4

6. 'Medical system iticludinA doc shesPitAits, midwives; county health.

13110ActeptC.medicere or medicaid. Do any give ire services or in- . N

digent carer Is family planning utilized? 'How are patients treated?

Birth rates, death rates, eic.r$htalthdepartMent barvices.:rats,
;.,.. k.

., ,..
School system, drop out rate, college rate, free lunches al4hou
many And how'are :they' dispersed? pupil - teacher ratim1/4 guide no

.counselors, use ofjhullding,for other purposes; reCreation:fre
breakfast,,adult education Programs, illiteracy rates, after s

or during school social activities,- power,strengles; heal start,.

average education fever. .
t At" ' 9

8. Votihg patterns, how any registered,Adio Votes,:party ership,

handy...

chine_relevant bat lesi-yo ng places, ballots counted;

. Churches - numb dencialnation, attendance,' activit

. degree oftsociat wt are ,interest, helping money or

raigiouibioliefs;:tab etc. - % 4 .
, '
.,.

.

10. Other Social Wel4are Organizat and Agencies --Who .dc ey: s

funding, formal and informal polic es, cotatietitlan, for clients
, .

ispempore#,

dgrams, dominant

impact on-community.
/- -

,

90
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4

. 6 .

11. Bousingt%patterns, public, Aivate, or rented; facilities;-i.e.,-

plumbing, electricity, ingoor'baths,,value, construction;
condition repair, light, air; heating, etc.

12.-Employmentwho are major employers, amount of Wages, working
conditions, skills required, migration patterns in or out,

economic development

13. other organiations such asKaWanis. , Klux an; Country Club,

Boy Scouts,etc.Who belongs, amour f influence, restrictions, etc.
, ,

. /4. Any otth) relevant information!

.. '..

,

)
.

0

c.

1 O

ts.

1
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COURSE OUTLINE

'TOPIC

The Ecology of a Comnithity
Introduction .

Life Styles

Community analysis

iv-MatWiation & Manpower:
The Obsolescence of People
A, Economic History.

Cotton

Coal,

B. Social Problems &
Institutions in Rural,
America
Health and Housing

Education and Religion

Hunger

t

Power

,-

,

.

'r

CONTENT

Definitions
Where students.are
Assignments
Study census data

. Lecture
Film: "Poverty in Rural America"

Film: "The...0ther Americans"

Observation'outline Growing Up Poor

READING

Lecture Studying Your
Outline ,Community c'
Study reports, maps

'How People Get
power

Migration Tape
Film: "The People Left
Behind"or."Lay My Burden
Down:
Film: "Rich Land, Poor
People" or Wren Smith
slides

k

Black Lung, Anemia
Student reports

Film: "Hunger in America :'

Dr. Butterworth: W.-
nutrition
Judy Brett: Food Stamps
and annodities .

Norms andiyalues,
Power Game : *

Report: Small,Town in
'Mass Society

92 .

O

OLT pp. 1-30 .

MS12* pp 117492
359.421

Night Come to
the CUMberlands
OLT**,pp 117-133,

OLT pp 30-43 ,

49-57
144-168

r
MSM pp,578 -618

OLT Op.43 -49
72-84

OLT. pp 66-72

173-185



4#.

-rt

TOPIC.

Race

Effect Indiiidual
& Family

gok

V.

CONTENT

Guest speakers
Seth O'Korley'Rural Black
Fred Bird - Rural White

Weller Outline

Cases
Film: "The Best Damn
Fiddler from' Calabogie to

. Kaladar"

Test

The Professional in a Rural

Context: Superworker
Short Term Treatment .

Role Diversification

Existing 4genciesas
Resoutces

Agency Analysis

Future Directions

Lecture
Case Study
Role May

Generalist G- ame /

Consultation with

professionals
Advocacy

'Guest: Nell Fulton

Lecture
Client 'careers ,

Nature of agencres
Stated vs. Hidden goals'

Guest speakers,
LoCal vs. Regional planhing
Dobbs-Regional°
Paul Yearer,

READING

OLT pp 57-65.

173-185,
it>

OLT pp 84L117
185..213

Helen Barris -
Perlman

Articles 'on

Reserve

Ginsberg articles
apd,Social Case-,

',WarE,March 1970

Term Papers ,

Modern
Organizations _

Federal intervention .

Creative social welfare

* Coles, Robert MigrantsSharecrooner,,Nountaineers

Dunbar, Tony Our Land Too

I.

Take Home Final
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Dept. of. State Washington,'D.C.

Division of International Activities
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0 J.S. Dept of Health., :Rd. and Welfare

Washington, D.C. ,

Gebigia Rural Development tenter
Tifton,, Georgia ,

Righlander Research and Education Center

Box 245A R. F. D. #3'*
#

New Market, Tennessee 37820
4, . I

Internationdl ComOsiOnsof Social Work aucation
345 East 46th Street

1

-4 1,4

New York, N.Y.-10017

:Rural Conmunity4ssisidnee Corporatibn
consortita..of 15 predominantly biaCk land trant:Ji.leties)

f 805

.

Peachtree, ..L.

,W Atlanta, Georgia

4.

c

Southern RuraI,Actioh,;
x20` Sunset Ave N.W.

Atlanta; Georgia 30314

Inc.

'united Nations
Social Welfare pervices Section
Social DievelOpMat pivision
New York, N.Y.

United States epant1eat of Agriculture

also: Stay Departments of'Agrioilltu're

Com y Extension. Agents-,*
Rxte ion Services of Colleges, and Universities

I 1.

r

A

*We are indebted to Judy Moss, graduate student at,the Atlanta University

School of SOcial Work, for assistance in the preparation of this material.
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